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"Without it (the research) our service will
be mediocre. Bear in nind that you are responsible for
your share in this task. It may not be large, but it
is by the slov7 accumulation of nev/ truths and small
discoveries that great results v;ill be accomplished.
Practice research and your daily efforts preserve a
mind open to the results of all worthy experimentation.
Be ready to share with your f ellow-v/orker s whatever
ne-w truths you may have discovered."
Phi Delta Kappa Ritual

Commercial education can safely be called
one of the youngest of the sciences. In speaking of
it as such, we must go into the history of the subject.
It seems likely that business must have
existed since man developed wants. In fact we have
very early records of the exchange of goods. The
earliest recordad sale of a chattel and real-estate
is that of the sale of Joseph by his brethren in 1729 E.G.
(Genesis 37: 26-28) and the purchase of a burying place
by Abraham for four hundred shekels of silver in approx-
imately 1860 E.G. (Genesis 23: 4-20).
The record of this sale does not lead direct-
ly to any recorded study of business. Perhaps it is be-
cause education, as we think of it today, did not begin
until a much later date.
We must therefore begin with the early his-
tory of education to search for some mention of the study
of business.
Graves, in his history of education, says
that the training in primitive education consisted
chiefly in satisfying the immediate grants of the
people. This was follor^ed by oriental education in
Egypt, Babylonia, Assyria, China, India, and Persia
Y.'here their systems prepared for vocations. There
existed a division of labor and class system, which
required that each member of a class or caste be

trained for the position he v/as to fill later in life.
In India these classes were called castes and the lines
betT7een ther.i are sharply dravrn.
"They are: (1) the Brahmins, or sacerdotal
class, which includes all those trained for law, medicine,
teaching, and other professional occupations; (2) the
Warriors, or military and administrative caste; (3) the.^^
Industrial group; and (4) the Su'lras, or nenial caste."
We then pass on to the educational systems
of the Hindus and of the Hebrews, but in neither of
these do vie find that for v;hich v-e are looking. Even
the long period covered by the Greeks holds nothing of
value for us. The development of education b;;, the
Romans brought in new subjects, but nothing relating
to business education, with the possible exception of
arithmetic
•
Since the early Chri£tian and monastic educa-
tion is devoid of any semblance of reference to business,
we shall pass on to medieval period.
In the middle ages commerce began to develop
rapidly. Industrial training developed through the
builds in the form of apprenticeship.
This growth in commerce was responsible to
a degree for the new impetus given education, yet its
only recognition was the adding of a few practical
courses to the curriculum: reading, writing, and
reckoning
,
1 Graves, Frank Pierreoont. A Student * s History of
Education Page 5-6. New York. The Mr'.cmillan Co.
1918.

"Reckoning grev/ directly out of the new com-
mercial life, and was often taught in the v;riting schools.
It TiaB not taught from the standpoint of theory or disci-
pline, as was arithmetic in the Latin schools, ^ut for the
sake of practical calculation and bookkeeping."
Though taught for this purpose, it. is evident
that bookkeeping, one of the oldest commercial subjects
and the present backbone of the business curriculum; v/as
then learned by apprenticeship.
History sheds some interer: ting light on some
of the subjects t'lat go to make the commercial curriculum.
The origin of bookkeeping is lost, but it is
thought that it existed in the remote ages in a crude
form. Evidence has been found that it was used in
Babylonia as early as 2600 B.C. Those early records
probably did not resemble much in method our modern
records; the^' consisted merely of notes made of what
took place. The double entry method of recording busi-
ness transactions is supposed to have come into exist-
ence in the fifteenth century-, though one Dutch writer
2
suggests that the Greeks used it. The earliest record
of accounts is found in a ledger in the Advocates*
Library at ^dinborough. It is ruled by hand and dated
3
16 97 .
"Accounting appeared as such in Italy in
14S5, but not until the nineteenth century v/as it dealt
with scientifically . ""^"^
1 Graves, Frank Pierrepont. A S
t
ud en t * s History of
Education page 95. New York. The Macmillan Co. 1918.
2 Encyclopedia Eritannica p. 1S5
5 Ibid p. 771
4 Ibid p. 12 3

"Economics, which is appearing more fre-
quently in the commercial curriculum, may still be
considered by some as a social science. It originated
as "an art of household management" in the sixteenth
century. It consisted mostly of a system of elaborate
and somewhat artificial rules of conduct.".
It seems that the word stenography was for-
merly used as it is to-day, synonomously y^'ith shorthand .
Like bookkeeping, it dates far back in the ages. The
Greeks are supposed to have used it in some form in the
fourth century B.C.
There are specimens of this writing recorded
on papyri in the second and third centuries and they
are considered the most important collection of Greek
stenographic symbols.
"This is the waxen book (British P^useum add
M.S. 33,270) of seven wooden tablets coated with wax on
both sides, and tv/o covers, thus coated on the inner
sides, v/hich seems to have been the exercise book of a
shorthand scholar who has covered its pages with symbols.
These symbols are repeated again and again, |S if for
practice. These have not been interpreted."
Tachygraphy, which is evidently the same as
stenography, was used by the Romans and possibly taught
3in the schools. The emperor Titus was familiar v/ith it.
The earliest reference found in this r e s e arch
to schools teaching business was made by Cubberley. He
states
:
"The Italian pioneers devised a scheme of edU'
cation below that of the Universities (that included the
beginning of our modern bookkeeping theory), v^hich they
claimed prepared youth not only for an intellectual ap-
preciation of the great and v/onderful past of v/hich they
1 Encycl o_nedia Britannica p , 899
2 Ibid p. 67
9
~
3 Ibid

were descendantt , but also for intelligent service in the
tv;o great non-church occupations of Italy in the fifteenth
century: Public seryice for the City State, and commerce
and business life."''"
Conmercia]. Education as such did not appear in
this country until the middle of the nineteenth century,
though many of the subjects now taught as commercial
appeared earlier in school curricula. In 1822, bookkeeping
2
ras listed in New York State and was found in Massachusetts
about this time.
Though it may be said to have found itself
in the middle of the nineteenth century, it did not
become established until 1870. It fought its v/ay to
recognition sloivly all this time in the public high schools.
The most progressive Yjovk was done in the private schools
knov/n as the business or commercial colleges.
Many years ago. President Eullen epitomized
the spirit of American Education in these terms:
"Spontaneity is the keynote of education in
the TJni+ed States, Its varied forms, its uneven progress,
its lack of symmetry, its practical effectiveness, are
all due to the fact that it has sprung unbidden from the
needs and aspirations of the people. Local preferences
and individual initiatives have been ruling forces.
"To no purpose of education are these y;ords
more strikingly applicable than to technical education
for the business office. If the business school stands
for anything to-day, it stands for individual initiative,"
1 Cubberley, Elwood P, Th e History of Education Nev; York,
Houghton, Mifflin Co. 1920, p, 262-4.
2 Cubberley, Public Education . Houghton, Mifflin Co. 1917.
p. 225.
3 Charles G. Reigner, Education . Nov. 1921 Vol. XLII #3. p. 1,

This explains why business training came into
existence. It simply resulted from the demand of the
people for such training.
This does not explain, however, v/hy it should
have been taken over by the private school rather than
the public school.
The public school curriculum v/as planned to
prepare the student for college. The college required
languages and mathematics for entrance re-ther than prac-
tical subjects. The practical comraercial subjects v/ere
not looked upon Yirith favor. In order to provide this
training i"hich was in demand and which could not be pro-
cured in public schools, the private commercial colleges
filled the need.
A reason other than the academic objection
was that of the prejudiced business man. The so-called
self-made man could not tolerate the school-made man,
While echoes of this are heard to-day, evidence (such
as the popularity of the Harvard School of Business
Research) points to its losing force.
In 182^, New York State offered bookkeeping
1
in its schools; the same subject is found in the
curriculum of the Massachusetts schools about this time.
In 1825 and 1850, bookkeeping is listed in the records
1 Cubberley, Elvi'ood P. Public Education in the United
States Houghton, Mifflin Co. New York 1919. p. 225.

of the eleraentary schools, as one of the least important
subjects; in the records of 1875-1900, it is not listed,"^
I do not think this necessarily means that it was not
taught. It was possibly moved up to the high school.
Davis shows that during this period there v;as a growth
2
of bookkeeping in the high schools.
The subject (bookkeeping) had been considered
important enough for texts to be written on it before it
was considered in the school curriculurr.
,
The first text was published for the tobacco
dealers of Virginia: "Bookkeeping raethodiz'dj a methodical
treatise on merchant accounts, according to Italian form.
By John Mair, Edinborough. First edition 1735, sixth
edition 1760. The first commercial arit luetic 1759 giving
all processes for work done in compting-hous e and
customs-house
.
The academies in Nev; York State in 1872-82
used arithmetic texts by Davies, Fish, McVicar, Miln,
Robinson, and Thomson, and bookkeeping texts by Bryant-
4Stratton, Fulton and Eastman, and. Merservay. Some
of these names apr^ear on texts to-day and one is
readily associated with the present day business colleges.
It was not uncommon for the Commercial Colleges to write
texts, not only for their use, but for such public
schools as required them.
1 Cubberley, Elwood P. Public Education in the United
State s Houghton, Mifflin Co. Nei,v York 1919.. p. 225,
2 Davis, Calvin Clin Our Evolving High School Curriculum .
YJorld Book Co. New York 1927 . ?. 28-36.
5 Education , November 1921. Vol XLII #3 p. 1.
4 Hough, Franklin B. History
,
University of State of New
York . p . 50 8
.

This is mentioned to show that commercial sub-
jects were given in the secondary schools at an early
date. If commercial education had depended upon the
secondary schools for its present high standing, its his-
tory would be in future years.
It has already been mentioned that the private
school is to be thanked for any progress made in the
nineteenth century.
The needs of the age determine what is to
be taught and v/hen public schools refuse to teach a
subject, private institutions are usually called upon.
America for many years has been a grov;ing
commercial country, demanding especially-trained people
for this field of endeavor. The early penmanship schools
were practical in intent and content. They ^^ere intended
to furnish useful training for the student who required
it. These schools later developed into the business
college and taught v/riting, bookkeeping, commercial
arithmetic, spelling, letter-writing, and business
English. As early as 1830, five commercial colleges
existed in Hartford and Boston. The Hartford Commercial
Academy, 162-|- Main Street, Hartford, Connecticut, gave
courses in the usual subjects. The subject of shorthand
viras taught during the earlier years, but it did not
become of great importance until after 1870, v;hen the
typewriter was improved.

Although these private institutions v/ere con-
ducted for a profit, which v;as perhaps their prime pur-
pose, they did render invaluable service. The business
man vfas v;holly dependent upon them, unless he trai.ned
his ovin employees. This made the community and the
business field in general rely upon them. The student
v/ho desired such training vms obliged to seek their
training
.
Considering even these things, these schools
performed even a greater public service: that of
crystallizing the opinion of the tax payers in the value
of such training, and finally of forcing commercisl edu-
cation into the public high schools.
The public schools are supported by public
tax; they should therefore give in their curricula
v.^hat the public demands. Notwithstanding the obvious-
ness of this, our curriculum is woefully shackled by
tradition.
The first secondary schools in this country
were built on a classical foundation. The colleges de-
manded such preparation for entrance. The conditions
have changed little since the beginning. The idea
that "what best prepares for college, does best pre-
1
pare for life" seems to prevail today.
Therefore, the secondary schools have, in a
sense, been maintained by all classes for the purpose of
1 Judd, Charles Hubbard, Introduction to the Scientific
Study of Ed ucation Ginn & Co. New York 1918. p.

giving classical training and college pre^^aration to all,
excepting some '.7ho desired practical training. These
vrere obliged to go to private schools and pay tuition
for it.
The City Club of Chicago published the follov/-
ing chart of the enrollment in private vocati'-nal schools
and in loublic high schools in Chicago Trhich shows the
1
conditions of that city as late ap. 1912.
There are at least There are only
19,000 STUDENTS 17,7 81 STUDENTS
in in all
Private Commercial Schools Public High Schools
and 800 in in Chicago
Private Industrial Schools and only
in Chicago, and at least |1, 114, 526
t>l,485,000 is expended for
is paid for MAINTENANCE.
TUITION.
It was not until about 1880, that, through
the influence of the comriercial college and changing
theories of education, the comiaercial course appeared
in the high school curriculum. At first, the tendency
was to offer short courses in the same subjects given
in the coinnercial colleges, using the methods furnished
by this class of school.
The course of study differed greatly from
the old established courses. The teaching methods were
not in accord, and the teaching personnel lacked the
educational and social background. All of thit hindered
more than it helped the advent of this course in the
high school.
1 Judd, Charles Hubbard Introd uction to the Scientific
Study of Education Ginn & Co. New York 1918 p. 155.

These were not the only draf/backs that v^ere en-
countered. The short courses did not conpletely prepare
the student; so oven now he had to resort to the business
college for full preparation.
It haf been' indicated that the study of business
as offered by institutions of learning, began about 1820 or
1830, and then only feebly. It was mt until about 1850,
that it began to acc[uire importance, and not until 1880 that
it was forced into the secondary school curriculum. How
does this compare ^^ith the development of other sciences?
Mathematics and languages are to be found as
subjects for the student in the early days of Greece and
Rome. These have continued throughout the aget and are
to-day important though taught with a different objective.
The sciences, as we think of them to-day and
as they are taught in schools and colleges, existed in some
form before the Revolution. Since that period, they have
been renamed, split and many nev/ ones have been added.
Chemistry had developed from its beginning, as
a part of the medical course at Pennsylvania (1768),
rlarve,rd (178P), Dartmouth (1798), and at other of the older
institutions about this time. Geology, physics, astronomy,
and biology made their appearances from this period until
1850 in many of the institutions of higher learning.
Scientific and technical schools were founded as early
as (1825) Rensselaer polytechnic Institute, (1847)
Larrence Scientific School at Harvard, (1880) Sheffield
School at Yale, (1862) Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology)*' Aboiit the middle of the nineteenth centiirv.
Agricultural Colleges appeared. In 1807, l^evr York City
had a college of Physicians and Surgeons. ^ lorof e e s or ship
of law was established at Pennsylvania in 1790, and the
2first incorporated law school was at Albany in 1851.
The early academies introduced the same
courses, and later they v;ere handed on to the high schools
as the.se came into existence and replaced th.e academies.
Let us assume that higher institutions of learn-
ing influence somewhat the choice of subjects in tlie second-
ary schools. We cannot find any such influence being
exerted on the study of business until the founding of
the T/harton School of Finance at the University of Penn-
sylvania in 1881. Other schools of the saine nature fol-
lov/ed, but not rapidly. The University of Chicago in
1900 gave the degree of B.Ph.; Keiv York University in
1901 established its de]?£rtment of business; in 1902,
Columbia University, Illinois, Indiana, "nd Michigan.
Graduate Schools in business appeared in 1900
with the Amos Tuck School of Administration and Finance,
which was followed in 1908 by The Harvard Graduate School
of Business Administration.'
The past twenty years have seen similar courses
adopted by inany of the small colleges, as well as the large
urban universities.
1 Graves, Frank Pier]3oint, A Student ' s His tory of
Education . The Macraillan Co. Nev York. 1918= p. 412-15
.
2 Hough, Franklin B., History and Sta tistical Record .
Universi ty of State of New York, p. 2 0-"l.
3 Aner i ca na . Vol. 9, p. 599.

The value of any subject for r-hich educational
training is given depends upon the demand for such. There-
fore, in order to justify the existence of business educa-
tion, we should show that there is a demand for it.
Prior to the v.'orld vrar, we v/ere a great com-
mercial nation within ourselves. We used many stenographers,
typists, bookkeepers and private secretaries, as well as
administrators. Since the war we have grown domestically,
thus reiiuiring more trained people to fill these posi-
tions. Not alone this, but we have developed in foreign
commerce; our ships carry our own goods and those of
other nations. This makes an added demand for an army of
workers with busijiess training.
"Business in the past century has outgrown
all other institutions. Industry, commerce, finance have
left the remaining fields of human endeavor far behind.
New Provinces opened by science continually drive business
forward into greater expansion, greater specialization,
greater complexity,"-^
This statement by Mr. Van De IJ&tev tells in
a few words what we can all appreciate by observing; con-
ditions which surround us. The same evidence is found
daily in statistical publications and those which give
us historical facts in regard to commerce and industry.
It is realization of such that has afforded
business men the needs for business trained employees
and has demanded that they come to them already trained.
1 Van De ^ater, Frederick Y., TJorld «s 7fork
, January 1929.
p . 74
.

The expansion, specialization, and complexity
of business tvhich have been mentioned make it imperative
that the nev; employee have training before he presents
himself for a position.
"A century ago the man who entered an in-
dustry as an apprentice found a comparatively simple
institution, in which he might climb upward and receive
training as he climbed --To-day he is an insignificant
cog. --His work is specialized and affords him no clear
view of the purposes, the motive forces, the organization
of the business as a y/hole^ Unless he be a genius his
rise is slov; and limited."
How has this demand for skilled workers been
met? YIe still have the old faithful commercial college,
which has continued to improve and increase in numbers,
where students secure an intensive and specialized train-
ing. The public high schools have awakened and some are
attempting to compete v/ith the commercial college, while
others are doing research work to improve themselves.
The colleges and universities are giving advanced train-
ing to proEoective administrators.
Have the potential (f:^orkers in this field in-
creased and placed further demand uT^on the institutions
of training? In a survey made in 1917, it was found
that from ten to sixty percent of the high school students
were enrolled in commercial courses. The mode was thirty-
three and one half percent. In Chica^io, one third of
the total high school enrollment v/ae in the commercial
department; in one Philadelphia high school for girls
59.1^.^
1 Van De V'ater, Frederic F., Industry Goes to School,
iVorld *s V'ork
,
January, 1929.
2 Vocational Education Magazine . April 192'j , p. 646 ,

In 1915, there were 10,000 students ctudying
higher coramercial courses in universities and colleges of
which there were over sixty reported at that time."^
"The secondary schools of this country have
shovm unprecedented activity in the past thirty ye;:rs.
Their enrollment shows an increase of something like
100^, '7hich is obviously out of proportion to the in-
crease in population, but with all this unusual advance-
ment, enrollment in business courses in public high
schools has increased about three times as fast as the
sum total-its increased enrollment being something like
2000^ in the past thirty years. Recent government
statistics shov; that at the present time anyv^liere from
25 to 10% of the high school students enroll in the busi-
ness courses in the larger cities."
"In the Biennial report of VJisconsin in 1924,
mention is made of the growth of. special courses, i.e.
manual arts, home economic s ,. agriculture , and commerce."
"Commercial courses have ~.ade an astounding
grov/th. The number of courses increasing 81^ and the
actual enrollment increasing 277^ during the dec-;de of
1914-24."^
"With one million strong at present and the
demand growing all the time, it is hard to forecast what
the next ten years y/ill bring about in commercial educa-
tion."'^
V.'e see from facts quoted above, a rapid
development of commercial education in the past thirty
years. In the ten years previous to this, those in-
terested in the v^/ork established the first high school
(1892) devoted entirely to commercial vvork and knoym as
1 The Americana . Vol. 9. p. 5 99.
2 Balance Sheet . Jan. 1927. p. 7.
3 Biennial Report of Wisconsin . 1924-26 . p. 12.
4 Vocational Educational Magazine . Nov. 1923. p. 199.

a commercial high school. Whether the establishment of
this type of school was an experiment or an attepmt to
follow the plan of some European countries is not known.
Germany, known as the home of commercial educa-
tion, had schools ox special instruction in commerce in
Saxony as early as the eighteenth century. These were
v/ell organized, but failed. In 1898, six years after
our first special high school of commerce, one was
established in Leipzig.
France had a similar school in Paris in 1820,
which was private until taken over by the Chamber of Com-
merce in 1869. The practice of Chambers of Commerce and
organizations of business men taking charge of such schools
is not uncommon in Europe—a policy which might profitably
1
be carried out in this country.
It is evident that such schools can be main-
tained only in large centers of population and industry.
We have very few, because of this. The commercial high
school is intended to emphasize the purpose implied by
its name, and at the same time offer a broad background.
As a matter of fact it differs little from the compre-
hensive or cosmopolitan high school except in name.
As compared v/ith other vocational high schools in this
country, it probably stands first. At times, even the
equipment in the commercial department is slighted for
1 New International Encyclopedia . Vol. 7, p. 4 87.

other departments, and the reason given is the lack of
tradition for the subject,'''
"While the special schools of commerce v;ill
not be changed to the cosmopolitan type, it is doubtful
if we find many new ones being added to the list. Which
indicates a change of policy in the regular cosmopolitan
high schools.
"These schools (commercial high schools) are
rendering a useful service during the formative period
of commercial education. Many students of education
believe, hov;ever, that with the establishment of the
meaning and practice of commercial education and the
working out of its methods, separate schools become less
2
necessary .
"
According to this , we may expect that for no
other reason than its having fulfilled the mission of
an experimental plant, its service is over.
The cosmopolitan high school is the type most
commonly found and much favored. It combines all
curricula in one school group, offering a large range
of both commercial and academic subjects. This makes
possible the careful and scientific planning of the
cour s e
,
The reasons given in favor of the cosmopolitan
type of school are:
- The Americana . Vol. 9. p. 598.
2 Ibid.

-l."For effectiveness of vocational educa-
tion, T^hen './ell organized and adainis ter ed , it makes
education of greater value to individuals and societv.
Individual fit^ more for his needs there than in special
high schools."
A list of the influence against wise choice
of curriculum folloT/s:
1, "student likely to choose the high school
nearest home.
2. Student is likely to choose the high
school his friends attend, or have attended, or one
offering the most social life, athletics, or likely to
be influenced by friends.
5. If pupils drop out of the Special type of
high school because the work is not adapted to their
needs, they are unlikely to transfer to another school.
4. In cosmopolitan high school, the unwise
choice of course is reduced to a minimum, and if made,
the student may transfer to another course, or take other
subj ec ts
.
5. He has a better chance of finding himself,
seeing his needs, and taking up the study of it.
6. Teachers may be better able to advisef^
In large cities ••/here there is more than one
high school they are usually located to accommodate the
population; this reduces cost in time travel. If one
of these schools is of a Si^ecial type, the students
at a distance are handicapped. The school may find itself
overcrov;ded or under crowded .
Another type of high school is that of the
small town, which offers a problem not found in either of
the other tvYO mentioned schools. It usually has to give
several subjects in commerce, vvith one or tv70 teachers to
do the work. This makes it difficult to plan well and
instruct efficiently.
1 Bureau of Education Bulle tin ^55. 1913. p. 24-^? 5.
2 Ibid.

"The rural school vrill not copy the city school,
but each v/ill have the equipment, each will evolve the pro-
gram of work and play, and each will apply the methods that
experience proves to be most effective in realizing the
practical ideal."
Those who have done any research in commercial
work, such ' ^ educators and business men, have found an
outstanding lack of standardization. This is evident in
titles of subjects and occupations, terrainology
,
methods,
and objects, and objectives.
^hy such lack of standardization should
exist is not hard to determine. What can we expect
fro-'u a phase of education, v^hich has passed through
such an hectic transitional period, nurtured by a
foster parent (the business college), and finally
adopted by its natural parent--the high school? All
this time it was being forced in its development by
? n outside, yet rapidly growing relative, known as
bus ines s
.
In this short life of business education,
little time seems to have been taken to standardize, as
progress has been made. It may be that the gro7^th
has been too rapid, or that those in a position to aid
this have differed, or that educators and business
men have had equal authority on some points, and here
was a natural field for difference in opinion.
1
Kendall & Mirick How to Teach the Fundamental S ubj ects .
Houghton, Mifflin Co. New York, 1915, p. 4.

"Other professions are largely static. Busi-
ness is dynamic, fluid, fluctuating. A professor of law
may gather his teaching material from the stable statutes
of the law library. A teacher of business cannot be his
ov;n technician and field agent. Information concerning
industry, commerce, finance is not stable. These fields
of endeavor are advancing, altering, reforminf^ themselves
continually. Facts concerning them are so ephemeral, so
difficult of access, that it has been found necessary to
establish organization at the school to unearth them."-'-
The distinctly professional phase of business
known as accounting would be expected to have acquired
almost complete standardization, and yet we find many
differences of opinion in regard to it.
"Accounting is, no doubt, the youngest
profession we have. New York enacted the first certi-
fied public accountant lav; in this country in 1898, and
thus formally recognized accounting as a profession.
Since that time all states excepting two have enacted
similar laws, until now, acco-ant^ncy is recognized as
one of the leading professions."*^
The lack of uniformity in titles of sub-
jects is clearly shown by this survey. Some of them
are of minor imp-.-rtance and yet they are confusing.
Commercial Arithmetic is kno'.vn also as Arithmetic
,
Busines s Arithmetic , and Business r'atheraatics . Com-
mercial Geography , Commerce and. Industry , Commercial
Geography and Transportation
,
usually cover the same
material. In some cases bookkeei^ing is called by that
name during the high school course, while in others it
is elevated after a certain period to the plane of
accounting. Business practice. Junior business train-
1 Van De Tater, Frederic F. VJorld »s work . Jan. 1924. p.
2 Balance Sheet, October, 1925. p. 6.

Ing, elementary business training, are listed and it is
assumed thrt they all refer to a pre-bookkeeping course,
which is intended for the eighth and ninth grades. Office
practice, clerical practice, secretarial practice, secre-
tarial review, and secretarial training may meen the sane,
or they may not, Bug ines s Engli Bh , C omnier cial English ,
and Busine ss Literature probably are intended as one
and the sa;iie subject.
This situation in niming courses cannot do
other than confuse students in selecting v;h£t they de-
sire, or feel nay fit them for a certain position.
This is especially true in the case of a student trans-
ferring to another school.
The schools cannot be blamed entirely for
any perplexity that may result from an absence of
standard titles. Industry itself is even a rrorse
offender. One clerk may perform duties that in no
v/ay resemble those of another worker of the same title.
"The movement toward diversified courses and
appropriate election on the part of the pupil is hindered
'y faulty classification and standardization of office
work. Store y.ork is better standardized and classified.
A glance at the Federal Census Report '/.ill convince any
person of the looseness of the terminology" -.Tith which
commercial occupations are classified. Under "Cle:rical
occupations", v-e find "agents", canvassers", "collectors",
"bookkeepers", "cashiers", "accountants," "clerks"
(e?:cept clerks in stores), "messengers", "office boys",
"bundle boys", "stenographers", and "typists". Obviously
the v'ord "clerical", as used here, takes on an entirely
ne\: significance, and one, which few commercial educators
and business men v/ill be willinr-- to conceed. As a basis

for the organisation of business training courses for
Sclary classification, classification is vrorthlets."
In 19?4, the bureau of Vocational Information
in the City of Nev; York, in gathering data on the pos-
sibilities for women secretaries in the city, found that
it was difficult to determine the duties of secretaries,
because of the lack of accurate terminology employed.
L. I., Jones in describing the survey made
in Cleveland to determine ^/hat sort of T;ork most com-
mercial employes did, said they found a vjorker might claim
to be an accountant, while his employer >Aould say he was
only a bookkeeper. When the position was analized, it
v;ould be found that the employee would be doing general
office work, vvithout using a principle of accounting,
or bookkeeping, and was hence listed as a general clerk.
The most noticeable difference bet^'een
accountants is probably that found in the financial state-
ments. In these there is ample opportunity for initiative
and judgment, and it is here where the accountant seems
to claim the absolute right to exercise these qualities.
Yet it seems that here of all places in the profession
there should be uniformity. Two peo-ple may arrive at
the same place by different methods, but when reached,
the place should be one and the same to both, in
ap'pearance and meaning.
1 Vocationa l Euucati.»Hel "Tagazine
,
Jan. 1924 p. S76
.

To illustrate: The financial statement, 7:hich
sho7/s the gain or loss during the fisct'.! period, is spoken
of hj Rowe as "Trading and profit and loss statement" and
lists its contents on tvo sides opposite each other, one
under the caption debits and the other as credits . Ritten-
house and Percy call this statement "Profit and Loss State-
ment", and use what is knovvn as a report forni :f arrange-
ment with arithifietical method of solving. This seems to
be the title f nd arrangement most commonly used, although
"Gain and Loss", "Incoine Statement", or "Profit and Loss
and Income Statement" are to be found.
The other and most important statement, v;hich
shov/s the value of a business is spoken of by Ro'."e ?s,
"Statement of Resources and Liabilities." This title is
commonly used by Banks, but many Accountants use "Balance
Sheet", "Statement of Assets and Liabilities", "Statement
of Affairs", or a "Statement of Condition" to designate
the same article. Rittenhouse and Percy, Eentle;/ and
Baker are among them. The form of this statement is not
standard and may be either report or account. The arrange-
ment of items found in this statement differ vith certain
authorities; sorie list Current Assets Fixed Assets and
Deferred Charges, centley, v.hile ^^ittenhouse and Clapp
place Fixed Assets first in their Mani;f ac turing Statements,"
1 Klein, Joseph J. Sookkeepirir^ and Acccunting; . . Appleton
& Co. Nev/ York. 1918. p. 27, 51,

TJhile i^ccountants do not agree on nan^ points
and probably v/ill so continue for some tine, there is
reason to hope for some improvement. Accounting, associa-
tions are attempting to standardize terms as they originate.
There was encouragement given by Herbert
Hoover, as Secretary- of Commerce, for uniform accounting
systems. The Harvard Bureau of Business Research has felt
the need of uniformity where they have been compiling
statistics, and have encouraged it. Part of a letter from
them regarding this is quoted here:
"In the course of our studies of operating
expenses in various virholesale and retail trades, re have
had occasion to develop Standard Classifications of
Accounts for use in the collection of figures. In so
far as our suggestions have been adopted by individual
firms, we may be said to have eiico'uraged uniform account-
ing. Numerous letters in our files v/ould seem to indicate
that a number of firms have incorporated our suggestions
in their acc o^un t s . "
The Harvard Business Reviev- of 1922-25 makes
similar statements, and names The Interstate Commerce
Commission, Ctate Public Utilities, and the Federal Trade
Commission, as among those recognizing the need of standard-
ization and adopting such in their accounting.
VJhile there is a decided movement toward
certain standardisation in accounting there is objection
to it by sone, and not f.ithout very good arguments. Quot-
ing from a circular letter of the Association of University
Instructors in Accounting:
"The Committee on Standardization in its re-
port to the Association, assembled in Chicago at its annual
meeting in December, 1922, definitely took a stand against
any attempts to standardize the courses in accounting, in
the various ins ti tutioriS represented by its membership. This

attitude received the endcrEement of the Association. It
vaB generally felt that much of the success of individual
courses was due to the initiative and energy displayed by
the instructor in his choice of materials, in hit approach
and nethod of attack,"
"Believing that independence of action on the
part of the individual instructor is necessary to the proper
development of the field and the improvement of teaching
results, the Committee feels, at the Sc.me time, that such
independence and initiative shr.uld be exercised in the light
of what others are doing. An instructor can proceed more
intelligently, from the pedagogical standpoint, if he has
information concerning the experience of his colleagues-in-
the-field, in meeting the same problems. Such ? knowledge
may cause the instructor to modify his own procedure sone-
v>'hatj on the other hand, it may fortify him in his own
position by strengthening his belief in his ovn methods.
Certainly it should not result in lifeless standardiza-
tion. "'-
As opposed to this feeling is the follo?.^ing
statement by an exponent of Standardization of the E ci X a n c e
Sheet
.
"Figures are in themselves a language—the
true purpose of figures is to convey to us a correct appre-
ciation of the facts. Looking over published Balance Sheets
'.'ith this in mind, it strikes one that if figures may be
likened to words, may not sequence and grouping be said to
parallel phases and paragraphs—that arrangement of the
figures is fundamental to comprehension. A study of the
Balance Sheets of seventeen prominent corporations finds
the main group of assets listed in eight, and liabilities
i: six different orders, and make one wonder y/hy a pro-
fession so palpable a flaw in its public output. Perhaps,
it is because the subject involves so many points:
sequences of main groups; contents of each group; sequence
svithin each group; condensations; terminology; arrangement
for a going concern, for a realization, as a basis for
credit. ""^
While such pleas are.not for standardization,
are not for method of procedure, thej' are for form and
notation. There surely is as great a need for it in
accounting as in mathematics, chemistry or music.
1 Vocational Educational Magazine. March, 19-5. p. 544^.
2 Mr. Peloubert, Jcurnal oi" AcFcTunting . Nov. 1925. p. 538.

Accountants have in recent years inflr,enced not
only the accounting field but also the teaching in this
subject, under its names of bookkeeping and accounting.
This influence may have had its effect on teachers of this
subject and some others related to c oriraercial education;
at any rate, v/e find teachers differing on many points;
some of vrhich are important. The present survey shows a
great difference of opinion on questions asked of the
teachers of commercial subjects,
"For twenty years or more discussion has been
going on as to the aims of commercial education, and the
methods by v;hich these aims can best be realized, v^hile
much has been said and written, there are still wide
differences of opinion, and an utter lack of cor:"ensus
as to the fundamentals involved. Moreover, progress
tov.-ard harmony amo^g educators on the one side and business
men on the other."
Among the teachers of bookkeeping, one finds
cham.pions of the three methods of approach. These are
namely; ^'he Journal, The Account, and The Balance Sheet,
Texts have been written using these methods. Elvvell and
Toner recommend the first; 20th Century, the second; and
Bouman and Percy, the third. Each has its merits but why
have the three.
The National Retailers Hardware Association in
a recent study of 110 arithmetic texts used in schools,
found that 90 of that number did not use correct terras,
or definitions. For the most part, these were written
by teachers of the subject, vfho did not have the correct
business perspective. Yet SZ% of the teacher writers
differ on points.
1 Bulletin of Education , #55, 1919. p. 12,

Mr. J. Murray Hill, Vice-President of Bowling
Green Business University, in his article "What is the
Objective of Commercial Education in Secondary Schools?"
(Balance Sheet, Nov. 1928) states that it is possible
to find numerous objectives offered by teachers. This
shows how little has been done to crystallize opinion,
and to train these teachers in vvhat are the real
objectives of commercial education.
In order. that commercial educators may not
be considered the only ones that disagree, we might
add a statement from the ISth Year Book, relative to the
same topic:
"The reasons given for teaching history in
the elementary schools are numerous, and those v/ho ex-
pound them are not always in agreement."
It may appear from what has been said, that
this article is intended to picture school authorities
as inefficient or willfully blind to progress. This is
not the thought prompting any statements. In vier/ of
the fact that commercial education is young, and as yet
not 7^ell understood, it ?70uld be unfair to imply this.
Then too v/e have many pioneers, who have conducted re-
search along lines of standardization, in tests and
curriculum building.
Those in commercial education have not been
as active in the v'ork on standardized tests as some in
other .fields, yet there has been more done in recent
years. In experimenting with curriculum much has been
accomplished and more is being considered,
1 2 6th Year Book 1915. p. 155
.

As states have becortie interested in this
type of education, and appointed men to make studies of
it, there has come a ri^alization of the lack of standard-
ization, and an appreciation for the need of it.
Idaho presents a case '.v]iich illustrates this.
A fev^ years ago, v;hen it was decided to do soinethiig to
improve commercial education in that state, a survey was
made. It was found that almost no tv/o schools had the
sane curriculum with regard to subjects offered, content
of subjects, time and graduation requirements. It was
found that in most high schools, boys were required to
take stenographic work, when comparatively fei? stenographic
positions were open to males, and those were held by
middle-aged persons.
The information acquired by surveys m.ade in
the high schools and in business, produce-:! inaterial v^hich
enabled the authorities to standardize commercial work
to a degree. After this, it was possible to make definite
plans and carry them out. Instead of having a group of
unrelated subjects in the curriculiun, with no definite
objective, they were able to introduce subjects in the
proper year, and so they were related to other subjects.
The reasons given for doing this were given as follows:
"The Standardization of tlie commercial
courses was adopted in order (1) To give each school a
basis of organization, which has as its training objective
the specific job, (2) To adapt that objective to local
conditions on the basis of definite standards, (5) to
bring about a proper relationship between the courses
offered in the different high schools, (4) To furnish

a vTorking basis ?or the acceptance by the higher educa-
tional institutions of the State of the commercial credits,
and (5) Generally to improve the commercial training offered
by establishing a definite means of measurement."*^
The unscientific grouping of subjects in the
commercial curriculum has, in the minds of some, brought
about a lack of relationship betv;een these 6.nd academic
courses, and both have lost by it. While many subjects
are grouped in a general v;ay , it is not the best plan
and it is felt that it hinders the application of the
best principles of education and prevents the best
results.
The taking of commercial courses because
they furnish easy credits, practiced by some students,
could be eliminated if teachers of the subjects would
establish standards in grade and promotion sufficiently
high to discourage this practice.
The changes in business and business methods
has furnished a demand for a more standardized development
of the commercial curriculum. The old type of business
which v.'as alvays found in the small town, with its
proprietor acting as general manager, jjurchasing agent,
and sales manager, with hlc always faithful bookkeeper
handling the records is a thing of the past. In his
place has come the chain stores of various kinds, each
vending a special class of goods, supplied by a main
plant miles away, from rhere the supoly is furnished and
the records kept.
1 Le';^is, Melvin, Vocational Educational Ma.R&zlne . ' October
1923. p. 108.

This change in business which has brought with
it complex conditions requiring involved machinery
to carry it on, necessarily requires standardisation in
its composition. Hence it has naturally forced the educa-
tional changes along the saae lines to meet its require-
ments .
"The demands of business have shifted to a
clerical basis with specialised functions
,
.^^and hence re-
quire a neij care for commercial training."
It is well established that \vhatever business
demands, the schools must produce. This is truer no77 than
in previous years, since the high school has attempted
to take over, in part or in whole, the work of the com-
mercial college. It is interesting to note just \vhat
influence business is exerting. In the past and even
to the present time, bookkeeping is considered as the
backbone of the commercial curriculum, a place it does
not merit according to surveys. In May, 1926, Educational
Research Bulletin of Pasadena City Schools, Pasade-ua,
California, a ' list of tv/elve high school and thirteen
Junior College subjects is given with votes by business
men, as to their importance.
1 Proceedings of 5th Annual Session of the Ohio S ta te
Educ a tional Conferenc e
,
August 31, 192 5. p. 15c.

High Schoo l Sub.i ects
No . _of Vot es
1. English 150
Spelling 136
5. Business Arithmetic 134
4. Penmanship 100
6. Salesmanship 91
6. Bookkeeping 51
7. Office Practice 59
8. Typev/riting 31
9. Commercial Law. 28
10. Shorthand 26
11. Physical Education 25
12. Economics 20
Juni or C o 1 1 e e Subj acts
No- 2l Votes
1. English 155
2. Salesmanship .95
5. Mathematics 85
4. Accounting. 70
5. Business Lav; 65
6. Public Speaking 62
7. Office Practice . 45
8. Secretarial Studies 57
9. F.conom.ics 37
10. Finance 26
11. Physical Education 25
12. Advertising 24-j_
15. Foreign Trade 2
It v,-ill seem that bookkeeping does not head the
list in either case. English is by far the most important
su'i-^ject in both lists. As to special subjects, salesmanship
precedes bookkeeping, or its advanced form, accounting.
While it seems that this is a typical business city of
the United States, the sam.e would be found true in
other cities.
It seems that this is a healthy indication.
The commercial curriculum is not likely to become
shackled by a fev,' traditional subjects, which will hamper
its growth and prevent it^'keeping abreast of the progress
made in business.
1 Edjucati onal Research Bulletin, Pasadena City Sch ools,
P a s a d e nsT,
" C a 1 i r o r n_i a_. May, rSTrS"^ p', 25-24 .

This, also, means that there is an op^-'ortunity
for those better fitted for other commercial subjects than
bookkeeping to receive special training and ultimate em-
ployment satisfactory to themselves and their employers.
While business influences the educational needs,
we shall consider them separate from it, and deal only with
the way in which these needs relate to standardization.
Many of our texts books in use in commercial
subjects to-day were sponsored by the old business col-
leges, to meet the needs of their day. They are now
archaic and do not always meet the needs of standardized,
specialized, modern business. In this, v^e have one of the
points from which v/e must start to revamp our commercial
curriculum. V;e must build nen up-to-date subject material.
In some instances v?e have made improvement and consequently
tend to drift avray from the old method ^ but there is a long
way yet to go.
It is not possible to give every student the
same opportunity as far as training in commercial work
goes. Those of the large city high school are able to
get a maxim.um of training. They are no doubt being pre-
pared for some special position in their city. They
have the privilege of more com.plete equipment, a greater
variety of courses, and better and more specialized in-
struction. In the medium-sized schools, the So.me is
true to a lesser degree. Y'hile in the smaller schools,
the student is ser:* ously handicapped in the lack of the

points previously mentioned and hence cannot receive as
broad training as those of larger communities.
The report of the Committee on Commercial
Education in the Education Bulletin #55, 1919, states that
it is not possible to recommend a curriculum that rill fit
each community. The more general subjects, as arithmetic,
la'-v, geography and bookkeex^ing can be used anywhere, but
the selection of special subjects depends upon the needs
of the particular community in which student is trained
and uil]. probably find employment. So it chooses to
recommend broad principles
.
It may not be possible to specify a definite
course for all schools, but it does seem that certain
points could be made uniform, so that students v;ould
not be handicapped in changing from one school to
another.
It has been my personal experience that an
eleventh year student (above the average) transferring
to my classes from another school in the middle of the
year v/ould claim to be as far advanced in bookkeeping
as our eleventh year pupils, and his records would in-
dicate it. After trying him in the eleventh year v;ork
until June> it vvas found that his background 7as too
faulty to warrant his passing on to the next course.
Hence his eleventh year had to be repeated in his
t'jelfth year, and he missed an opportunity to do any
tv/elfth year ^i^ovk in the subject. Again, I have had a
student entering during the year as a student in first

vear bookkeeping, claim that he had had ?/ork in all that
vie v;ere doing in the second year class, yet he v/as taking
the work for the first tinie. There was no viay of determin-
ing this except by examination, as did not know what v;as
covered in his previous school in first year work. If there
had been a uniform piece of material covered bo both scliools
in each year's work, it would have been easier and more
just for all concerned.
The two outstanding systems of shorthand used
are Gregg and Pitman. Let us assume that a student in
school "A" takes Gregg during her tenth year, and the
course is planned to cover three years. At the beginning
of her eleventh ye&r, she transfers to school "B", where
Pitman is taught with the same tiae plan. The two are
as different as French and English. Obviously she can
complete her three years v/ork in the subject, cut she
loses one full year. ITorse yet, let us assume in school
"A" it is given as a two year course beginning in the
eleventh year. She transfers to school "B" where it is
a three year course beginning in the tenth year. She
must go out into the business world with only t'o years
work in a three year subject, to com^jete ?/ith class-
mates who are a year in advance of her. A handicap for
the girl and a reflection on the school, and commercial
department, unless she takes an extra year for one subject.
Such things as this happen in commercial work.
Is it any v^onder that educators ask for some uniformity
in the curriculum?

It is hard to reconcile the fact that busi-
ae£S hsiv become go well organised and standardized, and
the training for it iias lagged so far behind. The busi-
ness man is quick to sense the need of changes and in-
stitvite them, whereas the educator is a different person
altogether. Thile he may realize that certain changes
should be made he is h&mpered hy educational tradition,
school officials who do not get the business man's
point of viei7, by an untrained school board, and pareats
v7ho still consider the i-.cademic training sacred. These
various things singly or as a whole do not make it easy
for the best results to be obtained.
The first attempts made to introduce com-
mercial training in the secondary schools v/ere made
v/ith the idea of making the curriculum a reporduction
of that of the commercial college. Teachers and texts
were borrov^ed from the commercial colleges, and the
curriculum paralleled that of the older institution.
This v/as done with no special study of the needs of the
secondary school and v/as only a half hearted attempt on
their part to satisfy the clamorings of the public for
this training. As a result it failed, and was subjected
to a d.efeat from v.-hich it did not recover immediately.
This first trial of commercial education in
secondary schools is not the only instance of unscientifi
methods used. It is not uncommon to find, even at the
present time, a course ox study being added to the
curriculum with no consideration of its value there.

A text book in the subject is outlined bv someone in
authority and its content handed to the students for
study. There is no rearrangement of material to fit
the student '3 talents or his ultimate use of it.
In a survey cf commercial education made
in Cleveland, it v/as found that the schools follow a
policy independent of business needs and con-iitions
of the community under consideration. In many cases
the demands of business for specialized workers v/ere
ignored, as is shown by the figures of their survey,
which states that the dual capacity of stenographers
and bookkeepers was about one in one thov.sand in
large firms and sixty in one thousand in snail firms,
"Com^ier cial Education has been a thing of
school credits and academic standards conducted in
accordance v;ith college entranc^ requirement, or vvith
abstract scholastic procedure,"
In the 19?.4-2B Biennial Report of Education
in Wisconsin, it was found that the courses were better
suited for girls than boys. Thirteen percent of the
boys held stenographic positions, as opposed to 38^ girls
a wastage of shorthand as high as 87^ was figured for
boys. The courses were better suited to the large
schools V7here a greater percent ',7ent into stenographic
positions. It was also found that over 50% of the com-
mercial graduates never held positions requiring the use
of bookkeeping or stenography,
1 Thompson, Frank V, Educational Bulletin #18, 1919. p.

Vrhen such findings are made in surveys and
given in state educationa.1 reports, it offers rather con-
clusive evidence, that there is a lack of scientific planning
in curriculum building of our commercial departments.
The tabulation of the present survey vvhich
follovfs gives some very interesting methods used in
the development of commercial curriculum of Ner/ Jersey
hi^h schools. In answer to the question pertainx to
this in the questionnaire, some of the following were
received:
1. "State Requirement", 7;hat state is not
mentioned, but Nev; Jersey had no re-
quirements, only suggestions.
2. "Interviev* ed parents".
3. Observed other schools.
4. Students choice.
5. Copied larger schools.
6. Needs and desires of some pupils.
7. Traditional subjects in other schools.
8. Do not kno^;.
9. Conferences.
10. Courses to fit community.
11. Survey of needs.
12. Dr. Loraax and Professor Nichols. (Experts on
Commercial Education.)
One C'juld scarcely consider the majority of
these methods scientific, and yet they are answers given
by representative schools in a progressive state.
Unless a movement is headed b^v able and well-
trained leaders, supported by an able and well-trained
personnel, v.ith a definite objective in mind, the m'-^ve-
ment is not likely to succeed.
So it is Tfith an attempt to standardize
co:a;iercic; 1 r nrk in any sense.

The teachers of comniercial subjects have
been poorly trained and incompetent. This condition still
exists, although perhaps not to the extent it was in the
past.
"Our teachers (of commercial subjects) are
dra,7n from two sources; those from the universities with
general secondary credentials, very fev/ of whom have
studies business subjects in the University, and with
little or no training in the teaching of those subjects,
and those recruited from the office and business college
to care for the increasing demand for commercial teachers.
Because of the place commercial education
has occupied in the secondary school cur riculuj'a , it has
been easy for T^eople to secure positions as teachers i-ith
little thought being given to their training or other
j^ualifications . This has tended to bring into the ranks
of commercial teachers a type v^/hich has not aided in the
progress of this field.
"It is the easiest to enter because the
demand of the business world for practitioners had re-
duced the available number of teachers and, as a con-
sequence. State requirements for commercial teaching
are not so rigid as for some other departments."^
V'hen secondary schools acce:^t high school
graduates to teach some of their subjects, standards
and efficiency must suffer. This would be frov/ned
upon by some foreign countries, but here in the United
States it has been practiced. The acceptance by schools,
of teachers with such limited traini :g may have been
due to the feeling that the subjects taught --ere so
easy that little teacliing v/as required.
1 The Balanc e Sheet . October 1927, p. S
2 The Balance Shee t
,
May 1926, p. 10.

The Texas Directory of Teachers 1917 listed
among its comiier cial teachers preparation as folio s:
High School, High School plus Commercial College, Com-
mfercial College, Adadenic College, but not length of
time given.
It has been stated that the first teachers of
commercial subjects in the secondary schools, were supplied
along V'.'ith texts and curricula, by the commercial colleges.
These institutions usually received their students as high
school graduates (some were non-graduates) and after a
brief course, during which they learned hovi to perform
the necessary essentials of certain subjects, they
v/ere allor-ed to teach. This brought teachers into the
scho'ols absolutely lacking in pedagogical training. They
taught in a department v/hich was poorly organized from an
educational standpoint and tolerated by the school system
only because of necessity. These factors caused not only
the course but the teachers to be looked dovm upon by tlie
academically trained faculty, a position from v/hich they
are just beginning to emerge.
The commercial college has continued to supply
teachers to the secondary schools. This ever alert
organization has for some time been adapting itself to
cope v'.'ith demand, and has been introducing teacher
training courses r7ith success.

There are several teachers pith academic
college training in the coinnercial field. Some may
have studies business outside and others have had
experience in business, but not alv^ays have they
taken up the teaching of these subjects because of
interest. If so', they v.'Ould have prepared more care-
fully.
An article in the Balance Sheet of April
1928 states that a large percentage of commercial
teachers hold bachelor degrees, but goes on to say that
this training should include commerce and education, plus
business experience.
It sometimes happens that the commercial de-
partment needs a teacher and some academically trained
person is assigned to it, possibly with no kno'vledge
of the ^?ork. A story is told by Mr. L.B. Davy in the
Balance Sheet, Octob e r . 19 27, of his experience \'.'hile
in high school. So few students were taking L-'tin
that the Principal decided to meet the situation by
introducing a course in bookkeeping and installing the
Latin teacher as teacher of bookkeeping. This he did,
although she had never had any business training what-
ever
.
"Many a teacher of the so-called academic
subjects has been called upon to teach, for example,
bookkeeping, when he or she knew absolutely nothing
about the subject. By keeping a chapter ahead of the
pupil and teaching from the key, the teacher conducted
the class. "
1 The Balg nee Sheet . January, 1925. p. 8.

Business has offered so many inc'ucements that
men have been inclined to choose it in preference to the
teaching of it as a profession. This has left the field
open largely to ?romen, vho have made up the greater part
of the teaching force. In the present survey of senior
high schools in Nerr Jersey, '54% of the teachers were men,
and 66^ vromen. As compared v/ith each other, of the
men held degrees and QZ% of the women. In view of these
figures, it y/ould seem that the women have the advantage,
not only in numbers, but in preparation. The question
is how many of each are trained along business lines.
The survey does not show this.
It has been previrusly shoTin that comraercial
education has not developed as it should have. In view
of this, and the fact that men ^ixth proper training,
business experience, and business methods are in a
minority, more progress might be made if such men
could be induced to leave business for the profession.
This article has shov/n that teachers differ
on points in commercial education, that there is a dif-
ference of opinion on the objectives, and what should
be taught. Considering these things, it '.-ill ce seen
ho.^ difficult it is to teach the student with an
intelligent plan of preparing his for the f/ork he 7,ill
enter
.
In considering the competency and training
of the teachers, the methods by which some curricula
are developed, we shall find some teachers who are
willing to teach shat they like, vrhat the student

vvants, or what someone else teaches without considering
the pupil and his future needs.
Most educators agree that it is important
for teachers of comiiercia] subjects to have business
experience, in order to a_:'preciate the needs of busi-
ness, so they mav more intelligently prepare the
s tudent
.
"Unless teac'iers kno?/ the market for Y/hich
they are preparing boys and girls in their classes, how
can they handle the vocational addresses and pictures,
;vhich are given to all of the students."
It is gratifying to find that the standards
for coinraercial teachers are being raised in many states.
?i!ichigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Illinois, Llissoari, Nev;
York and Pennsylvania are nov: requiring at least tv/o
years in advance of high school. In some places the re-
quirement of a bachelor degree is effective.
"Many schools are requiring college graduates
in their comraercial departments. The results are that
instead of being the dumping grounds for inferior students,
commercial departments in many of our secondary schools
are getting to be among the strongest departments of the
schools,"
The commercial curriculum is not on the same
level v/ith the others in -^he nc^hool. It is looked upon
by many as purely a vocational department, which in itself
v;ill place it beneath the traditional academic course.
Some interested in commercial education feel that it offers
mental discipline, cultural training, and other advantages
1 Clapp, John M. Ler flet #10 . October 19F:4. p. 3.
2 ^he Bala nce Sheet
,
Jan. 1925. p. 8.

claimed for the academid subjects. This results in a
difference of opinion and a lack of understanding
betv;een the tv.o departments, and inasmuch as the
academic men are in authority hence their vlevs are
in force.
The history of commercial education tells
us hovi it came to the front because of its value, and
hov-f from the first it has been opposed by the aci-demic
group. The situation is not unlike that of the nouveau
riche class trying to force itself into the poor, but
aristocratic social group.
This situation is v.ell expressed by Earl f
,
Barnhart in his talk before the Commercial Conference
of Iowa:
"I am hoping that this conference will help
make commercial education respectable, academically
speaking, a position v/hich it does not enjoy to-day.
The commercial curriculum was from the first
considered as a means of caring for the students who
v'eve .not mentally capable of taking any other course, a
situation which prevails to-day.
"After a student is somewhat a failure in the
classical course or in scientific course, he goes over
into the commercial vjork.""'
Those '/"ho reason in this v/ay somehow overlook
one thing which may account for students doing better t.'.-ork
in commercial subjects than others; namely, that the students
1 Barnhart, Earl T, University of Iowa Monographs in Education ..
July 1923, p. 59.
2 Proceeding's of th e Fifth Annual Session of the Ohio S t a t
e
Education Conference . August 31, 1925. p. 15 9.

are able to associate what they learn here with their
everyday experiences in the business world which daily
surrounds them.
This attitude toward the backward student or
the one whose interest in school has not been aroused has
been an important contributing factor to the delayed pro-
gress of commercial education.
While commercial departments in some places
are able to maintain a fairly respectable place in the
secondary school, through good work and results accomplished,
some exist only for the purpose of serving as a dumping
ground. This condition may be overcome in time by pro-
ducing the best work possible in the departments, raising
them to a dignified position, and by educating academically
trained men to the values of such departments.
It has been my personal experience in a commercial
devjartment wliere high standards v/ere maintained that the
students coming to us from other departments in which they
were doing poor work, because of lox'i mentality, failed
commercial v;ork as well as any other. Some v/ho were fail-
ing because of lacking interest found what they wanted in
commercial subjects and did v/ell. On the other hand, I
have seen commercial students who decided to go to college,
and needed credits for mathematics and languages, do
work sometimes equalling honor grade in these subjects.

The commercial curriculum of necessity should
he so arranged to prepi;re those students for life, '.'/ho
are not planning to take college training. This for some
reason creates a feeling that the curriculum is purely
vocational and therefore not as important as the academic.
The fallacy of thie is immediately seen by any clear-thinking
person. These students are to be sent out into the business
field to occupy positions; suiting their training and ability.
Some v-ill be routine workers, others will be leading business
men and uomen in their community. Is it not therefore im-
portant that they have the best practical and cultural
preparation possible to give them in a secondary school?
It is a duty not only to them but to the community and
business v.'orld , This cannot be done by loitering standards
to permit the mentally inferior to remain in school the
length of time required by lai.-- and possibly obtain a coveted
high school diploma. Such standards would never be realized,
if vie';;s such as those of the high school principal men-
tioned by Mr. Secley were to prevail.
"Vocational commercial training cannot be separat
very v/idely from vocational work of other ty^jeB. Provisions
for special training must be made for the boy or girl jj/ho
can not do academic work successfully in High School."
Where such an attitude exists, it io likely to
lower the standards of teachers of academic subjects. To
illustrate, a teacher of geometry has a large class, many
1 Seeley, Leslie B. Commerci al Educatiori Leaflet 7/8 19P.4. P.

are failing, not enough tiwe is permitted to ascertain
the rea-cns; a number of ffiilures is not appreciated by
any teacher. It is natural for this teacher to follow
the line of least resistence and recoramend that certain
of the failures, and possibly discipline cases be trans-
ferred to the commer cir.l department. If this is done,
the mathematics class is reduced in nurabers, relieved
of discipline problems and the percentage of failures
decreased, all three welcome from the point of view
of anj'" teach.r-r. But has the availability of this
ready dumping ground, the commercial department, tended
to induce the academic teacher to exert the best possible
efforts in trying to solve the individual problems of thes
students?
Principals and Superintendents often have
wrong views concerning commercial education, not because
they are opjjosed to it for personal reasons, (most of them
are progressive and v/ant the best for their schools), but
because they are not Vvell-inf ormed concerning its possi-
bilities. The training of most of these men, in secondary
schools and colleges, has been along the traditional
academic lines and hence they knor little about the
training offered by schools or the requirements of busi-
ness. The Principal of a Massachusetts High School made
the statement during the past year that he was taking a
course in commercial education at a large eastern universi

because he, like the majority of principals, icneiv little
or nothing about comnercial education. This was found to
be the case in Idaho^
"These, commercial teachers, unlike those giving
academic course", secure little or no help from their prin-
cipals, or superintendents. These latter rave been trained
along academic lines j they know very little about the prob-
lems of commercial training and even less about business
organization and practices. We made a careful survey of
sixteen towns in the state and over half of the superintendents
and principals in these tovms sought to justify commercial
courses in high school on academic, general education"
ground:. The mental discipline idea dies hard, it seems,
but it is certain that school adminis tratif n of that type
could not afford much help in guiding the work of inex-
perienced and poorly trained commercial teacliers . The
latter were wholly without inspiration or leadership and
v/ithout facts regarding employments upon v;hich to base
their courses. They v;ere left largely to themselves, too,
so far as an organization of courses and methods of teach-
ing v^ere concerned, the chief interest of adrainistration
consisting of loading the teachers dov/n vith a long number
of classes and seeing to it that the pupil who failed in
various academic subjects has a chance to enroll in the
commercial courses."
The demands of the labor market are often such
that they tend to prevent standardization of commercial
vrork universally in high schools.
Some communities may be largely retailing
centers, in ¥.hich case the high schools supplying these
communities may stress subjects r;hich ivill cest prepare
students for the market. Other commercial subjects will
be of secondrry importance. So it is with markets that
demand more secretaries, bookkeepers or general office
help
.
1 Lewis, Molvinj Vocational Education Magazine , October
19P.5. p. 108.

It is evident that the smaller communities
v/ill have less to offer students in the ve.y of positions
and therefore must prepare them for a distant market,
usually in a larger tov;n. This means that the small
school must compete with the lar^i.x" .Tie, a. costly
proposition, yet necessary.
The true ideal in a commercial curriculum
is one which \-ill best serve its uarket. This mi_'' '
appear to be an argument for standardization, yet
standardization can be accomplished vvithout preventing
schools from carrying out this idea. V'e shall con-
sider these different demands of the labor market
only as a hindrance to standardization v.-hich it is pos-
sible to overcome in time.
If ve were to go back to the economic organ-
ization of the medieval period in England, we would find
in the medieval vill very little to indicate a trend
tovvard specialization. The vill vvas self supporting,
mostly all taking part in ?'hat tl-ere was to be done.
m
Though some did special tasks, they faintly resemble
the specialization of to-day.
TTith the development of the villages or
manors to toins, creating more wants and making it
easier to trade, v;e find the master craftsman v.ith
tlie journeyman and apprentices producing for trade.

v/-hich was increasing rapidly. The craft guilds of this
period were well org&nized and S|~'ecializ ed to a degree.
Because of governmental and transportation
conditions in the medieval period and later, commerce
v/as greatly handicapped. This prevented specialization,
because through commerce, ne'/; vrants are stimulated, new
ideas acquired, and more people tend to V7ork at that for
v/hich they are best fitted.
Later through tb. e improvements of land and
se?-i travel, and financing, commerce develooe'^, cne
commodities were exported and other sjLmported . This
aided specialization. There were now several specialists
producing individually. With the grov;th of strong
central governments and the decline of the guilds, a time
had arrived for the organization of these specialists
into a group to produce for commerce.
This v;as known as the "domestic system" and
production v/as carried on by an individual or individuals
furnishing raw material to one artisan, who performed the
first process in the manufacture of the article. It was
next taken to a specialist who added his rticular labor
to it, and so on until the article was a finished product.
Each artisan v/orked on the article for pay but the title
always remained with the furnisher of the raw materials.
Commerce continued to increase and with the
new system of production developed other specialized

classes, known as middlemen, v/ho took over the various
responsibilities of transporting and marketing the product.
With the introductirn of pov.-er and machinery
during the period kno'-vn as the Industrial Revolution, ne
find great changes in manufacturing and marketing. The
factory systern developed better means of transportation,
and new markets for the products.
This brings us to a point of decided special-
ization in bus in e s s
.
"Clay, the English economist, points out the
true meaning of specialization. ?^hen he says it is funda-
mental in economic organization, because it is the means
by Y'hich man increases the return to a given amount of
work. It increases productivity by subdivision of tasks
and by repetition of tasks."
Specialization may be considered in many ways
or combination of v^ays . We moy consider it by dividing
it into industrial enterprises and commercial enterprises,
or specialization in industry (meaning business in gen-
eral) and, specialization within industries.
Many of the so-called occupations of the past
have become large 2-roduction organizations, through the
development of the factory system. To illustrate this,
let us consider the man^ifacture of shoes, at one time
almost completely carried on by individuals. The hides
are (mostly) procured from the large centralized slaughter-
ing houses, tanned elsewhere in tanneries, sold to the
shoe factories by middlemen, the shoe factories are in
specialized localities. The nails are made by a special
1 Marshall i Lyon, Our Economic Or .^anization , The
Macmillan Co., Ne?7 York, 1926 . p. 127

firm, also the eyelets anri laces, in some cases special
firms furnish heels. Sc - "1. ... cpecialize in the
making of men's, v;omen's, or children's shoes. Special-
ists in marketing handle the distri + usually to
j. bbers, retailers and thence to the cc&u .er. In all
this, special firms have contributed—railroads, ship
lines, trucking companies, possibly airplane companies
for transportation, banks for finance, insurance com-
panies for protection (fire, injury) light and ppwer
companies for light and porer.
This apecializa tion b; firms is" carried out
in the production of nearly every article used, to
satisfy the rzantc- of roan.
In the factories, specialization to a high
degree is carried out. Each v;orkman performs one
sii.iple, special, detailed operation, using the same
shoir factory to illustrate this specialization of
?rork on the shoe.
"T7e should find that a "lining 5i,itcher"
se"s together the different pieces of the lining; a
"'^loser-on" stitches the lining into the shoes. A
'gang punch operator" punches the holen for eyelets,
r "eyeletter" puts in the eyelets with another machine.
^
A "hooker" puts in the hooks y;ith still another machine."
These specialized operations continue until
the shoe is packed for shipment,
1 Marshall 5c Lyon, Our Econonic Organization . The Macmillan
Co. Nev,- York. 192 S . p. 14 9-150.

The offices of these firms are as highly
specialised ' "^r-^-ir i '^r': ?.r are the factories. All
buying is done b^' one department known as the pur-
chasing department, which has its T7orkers perforia s;;'e-
cial tasks. The marketing of the article is under
the direction of a sales department. The handling of
records is done in an accounting department vvith many
employees listed by various titles.
This is called departmental division by
De Haas. His list is interesting and is quoted helov
.
1 .'^Purchasing . Here is concentrated the
buying of raw material; partly finished goods and parts;
supplies for the shop, such as oil and waste; supplies for
tiie office, such as typewriter ribbons, paper, glue, and
paper clips; equipment, such as machinery, office fixtures
and small tools ,
2. Service. This department hires the ivork-
raen, selects them, assigns them to their jobs, trains them
for their work, supervises their efficiency, and transfers
them to other work if this proves desirable. It cares for
the comfort and physical and spiritual welfare of the
Y-'orkers
.
3. Production. In this department the product
is made. Usually this deoartment is subdivided into at
le ast the follov/ing subdepartments i engineering or draft-
ing department; and the shop with its many subdivisions
such as storerooms of raw material, finished stock rooms,
povferplant, and the shop proper.
4. Selling. This again may be subdivided into
advertising, selling, correspondence, delivery, and other
subdepartments
.
5. Accounting. Here the records are kept of
the financial relations of the firm witji the outside
world and its ovvn employees, and the records from which
the cost of production of the goods and the efficiency^
of .various departments and persons m&y be determined.""^
1 De Haas, J. Anton, Business Organisation and Administra -
tio n . Gregg Publishing Co. New York, p. 25-2G.

This specialization in industry has made it
practically impossible for -t person to obtain a 7:ell
rounded training from service in one position. To think
of ivorking as an apprentice in each position is out of
the question, so the ner,' employee is taught only the
things necessary to enable him to discharge the duties
for which he is employed. If he cares to knovr more, he
learns the til eory elsewhere.
The folloi'/ing list of business jpositions ' ill
aid one in appreciating the previous statement. It is
known as "a ft-orkable classification of office jobs," and
v.'as compiled by a "committee on clerical sales," appointed
by the Boston Chamber of Commerce.
I. Diversified positions in business today.
1. Secretary stenographer.
2. Expert stenographer.
5
.
Stenographer 1st class.
4. Stenographer 2nd class.
5. Dictaphone Typist.
O . Expert Typist.
7. Regular Typist.
II . 1. Bookkeeper Senior.
2 . Bookkeeper Junior.
3. Ledger clerk.
4. Statistical clerk.
5 . Senior accouiitaat.
6 . Junior accountant.
7. Cost figuring clerk.
8. Pay roll clerk.
9. Bookkeeping machine oiperator.
10. Ledger clerk machine operator
11. Figure iuachine operator.
III . 1. Senior correspondent.
2 . Junior correspondent.
'J 9 Senior order clerk.
4. Junior order clerk.

IV, 1. Senior telephone operator.
2. Junior telephone operator.
3. Telegraph operator.
4. Information clerk.
V. 1, Addr es s ograph raachine operator.
2. Multigraph raachine operator.
5. Photostat raachine operator.
4. Blue print machine operator.
5. Statler coin machine operator.
S. Tetautograph machine operator.
7. Perforating machine operator.
VI. 1. Senior mail clerk.
2. Junior mail clerk,
3, Messengers.
VII. 1. Clerical assistant.
2. Clerk.
Committee on Clerical Sales appointed by the
Boston Chamber of Commerce submitted above as "a o---'"M
classification of office jobs.".
In order to meet this demand for specially
trained workers, the secondary school has a formidable
task to perform. It is of course as impossible and im-
iDractical to think of givirig student;;, training in school
for all of these positions as it is to have them learn
all frora apprenticeship. We must therefore devise a
means of training for them v,-hich can be handled in high
school
.
"T'e must, in meeting the demands of business,
help the pupils toward the desirable things they seek and
for ivhich they have the aptitudes. In addition to any
general education or general commercial education, accord-
ing to the survey (St. Louis by J, A. Malott) ^usiness is
requiring a specialized type of preparation."
Kahn and Klein express the same thought. "Spe-
cialization for business ought to begin in the high school
period . "^
Vocational Educ^.- ti on Iv'af^azine , June 1924. p. 824-5,
2 Kahn & Klein, Principles and Methods in Commercial Educ
tion. The Macmillian Co, Nevf York. 1914, p. 4,

Many high schools have felt they were meet-
ing this need for si:ecialized preparation introduci'ig
several courses, which were intended to give the student
training for these nositionti . This has in many instances
resulted in "bringing into the curriculum many unrelated
subj ects
.
In a survey made in 1917 by Leverett S. Lyon,
it v/as found that there was a great diversity of ov^inion
among the administrators of secondary schools, as to
vhat the commercial curriculum should coiitain and how
this content should be arranged. This article has men-
tioned many points upon which there is lack of agreement.
Quoting from a speech by the Vice President of Bov;ling
Green Business University:
"I recently submitted a questionnaire to a
group of supposedly successful commercial teachers,
scattered over six states. Among other things, I asked
"what is the educational objective of the high school
commercial teacher?" Seventy -two percent of the
ansT/ers received said, in substance, "To train young
men and young v.omen for business positions"; "to make
them self-supporting on leaving high school"; "to train
for the great number of office positions in our town."
The remaining tv,-enty-eight percent expressed, rather
vaguely, more general educational aims."-^
lYe have seen that most administrators of
schools are academically trained and therefore viev/
commercial curriculum from that angle. The teachers
of the commercial subjects have not had uniform train-
ing or anything approaching it. Som.e are academically
trained and like the administrators think in such
1 Hill, J. Murray, Balance Sheet, Southwestern Publishing
Co. Cincinnati, Oh"io . Wo~, r9"28. p. 65.

terms; others have had training in Colleges of Business
Administration end possibly attempt to plan a curriculum
accordingly. Several are products of the Business Colleges
and try to administer the methods and policies practiced
by theinj still others have only high school preparation
and are necessarily limited in their vie^s on co..tent and
methods which they apply.
Commercial education in its present status is
flexible. It can be arranged to suit almost any demand
or pet theory. If business men suggest that a course
in "traffic" or "foreign trade" be installed, the commercial
curriculum, may be broadened to accommodate it. This is
done not because it is essential, but because someone
has requested it and it sounds well and looks 7-ell in
the curriculum.
The person directing the curriculum may feel
that ^ student should graduate vvitli training to fit him
*
for any position in a business organization; from the
lowest position to that of manager and attempt to plan
the curriculum to do this. Another may stress specializa-
tion in one phase, as stenography or bookkeeping, so that
he may proudly claim that he produces the best stenographers,
or bookkeepers in the state. This feature of the science
allows for much exploitation unless it is under competent
direction
,

Rapid grovTth of business and increased spe-
cialization has created new positions v/hich are labeled
under various titles, and for vvhich the business man
and the administrator feel there should be special train-
ing in school. This may be true in sorae cases, where
these positions are standardized enough to warrant it, A
capable administrator may realize that he cannot comply
with many of the business demands, and after careful,
study arranges his curriculum to accommodate the demands
as nearly as possible.
These demands exerted by business cannot do
otherv^ise than create many different theories among
those in charge of comraercial education, as to the means
of satisfying them.
Some states have made progress in standardizin
their commercial curriculum. The first of these was
Idaho, an agricultural state, (previous reference has
been aade) which bet^an a reorganization by appointing
a vState Supervisor to direct the work, Iowa was followed
by Pennsylvania and Nev/ York,
Nev/ Jersey, one of the -leading states in-
dustrially and educationally, has been slov/ in following
the lead of the states mentioned. In 1927, a Supervisor
of Commercial Educotion was appointed and during the
past year (since this Survey v.-as begun) syllabi in
bookkeeping, typev;ri tin v- and shorthand have appeared.
These resemble the syllabus used by the State of New
York for its con;nercial work. Previous to this, the

City of Elizabeth had prepared syllabi in some commercial
subjects, but this vvas only for local needs.
There has been a feeling among educetors that
a need exists for standardization,
"In 1892-93, the committee of ten made an
attempt to standardize secondary school v/ork in the
Na t ur a 1 Sciences,"-'-
Mr. 0. Colvin has expressed this idea of
standardization needs of content material in bookkeeping
and most all other commercial subjects. He states that
shorthand and typev^riting text books have changed very
little in the past tv-enty-five 3-ears. V.'hat he says of
commercial law is probably true in every respect of most
other commercial subjects.
"7/ho knoy/s v/hat facts should be taught in
Comniercial Lav;? 77hat scientific investigations have beer.
ri.de to de-.ermine v/hat topics should receive the most
uttention? There has been very little change in the
content material or the organization of it, since the
subject v/as first introduced into the high school,"^'
The year book 1924, Department of Superintendence
was devoted wholly to elementary school curriculum. Junior
and Senior high schools had specialists in eacli line.
A series of resolutions were introduced by
educators in the V.'orld Conference on Education in 1923,
the fourth of which is quoted:
" The unification of scientific terminology."
1 Report of Committee of Ten , p. 46-47.
2 Balance Sheet , May 1926 . p, 8.
3 Americana , 1924, p. 27 8.

New York State, v.hich is governed in its
educational ;^jrograin by a board of Regents, has accon.^— 1 ed
much in Standardisation in the secondary schools. It
prescribes outlines to be follo*ved in n early ail required
subjects (acadeLiic and commercial) and furnisl-ct tests
tv/ice each year for these subjects.
There have been local surveys mrde in Nexr-
Jersey, intended mostly to aid in foriiulating a commercial
curriculum, and as at Elizabeth, for perscribing for local
ue e
.
There is mention made of a local survey made
by Mr, Kelly in Hackensack, but it far from related to
commercial education.
"In 1915, Mr. Kelly made a similar investiga-
tion, (to determine variance of teacliers marks) of the
marks given to sixth grade pupils in four v/ard schools
in Hackensack, Nev; Jersey."-^
None of these surveys have been conducted
v.ith standardization as its object. The Syllabi nov.'
used by the State of Nev; Jersey vere not developed from
a survey, but from a feeling that some sort of standardiza-
tion should be used.
This Is the only state-wide survey of its
kind, Yihich has ever been conducted in Nev^ Jersey, -nd
to my knov.ledge in any stii.te. I h '.ve learned (during
the current year) through Dr. Lomax of Nen York University,
1 I/onroe-'.e Voss and Kelly, Educational T e s 1 and
Measurenents . " Houghton, Llifflin Co. Ner York, 1917 . p. 4.

that Mr. Earl 7/. Barnhart, Chief cf Comraercir, 1 Education
Service, Federal Board for Vocational Education, VJashing-
ton, D.C., is making a study of the standardization of
titles in commercial education. This inforraation was
received t O O -LS. te for me to learn anything directly from
r'r. Barnhart.
My experience as a teacher of commercial
subjects in Ne';; Jersey led me to feel that a need exists
for standardization in the commercial curriculum, and
that this could be accomplished without limiting its
effectiveness . T was prompted to make a survey of the
high schools of the state in order to ascertain the
feelings of others on the subject, and to collect data
rhich would show whether or not such need did exist.
One hundred and ninety-one letters and
questionnaires (containing tvo pages)"'" were sent to
Junior, Senior and Evening high schools in the state.
Of this number, twelve had no commercial de^^ar tment s
,
leaving therefore one hundred and seventy-nine to be
heard from. The response necessitated sending a
follow-up letter*^- vith questionnaires. The final
replies num.bered eighty for Senior and evening high
schools, and twelve for the Junior high schools,
ninety-t'.';o in all, or •51/'.
1 ipTjendix. pages l-S-5.
2 Ibid. p. 4.

It y/as clear from the letters of some, who
.'id not fill in the questionnaires, that they were
objecting to people using this means of securing in-
forn£.tion, so further follov/-up letters vvere dispensed
v'ith.
The replies seemed to indicate a correlation
on many points, among schools of approximately the rane
size. Because of this, it seemed advisable tc consider
the senior high schools in four groups, arranged accord-
ing to size, dividin'g them as follows: Group 1, Schools
with an enrollment up to two hundred. Group 2. Those
from two hundred to five hundred. Group 5. Those from
five hundred to one thousand. Group 4. All those over
one thousand. The Junior high schools are considered
in group 5.
The schools v ere listed by groups and the
inform.ation tabulated in such a way as to afford oppor-
tunity for comparing and correlating replies within each
group and among groups.
The information will be given in percentage
wherever possible. Thit method condenses the work and
facilitates reading the results.
The second part of the questionnaire v/hich
gives the titles of the subjects, material covered,
supplementary material offered, mechanical devices used,
text, author, and publisher will be dealt with by groups

so far as possible. It vill show a list of subjects given
in each year and the fret^uency v;ith v/hich they appear in
each group and the total. If possible this list v;ill be
presented v<ith the titles by v;hich the different schools
call them, in order that the diversity of titles nay be
better illustrated. This will be supplemented v;ith the
subjects listed under their most coranon titles, shov:ing
other names by which they are called. The materials
can not be readily tabulated, so this may have to be
presented vvith illustrations of different cases and sub-
jects. The mechanical devices used v/ill be listed, and
the percentage of schools using them v^ill be given. The
texts used will show the variety found in each subject giving
fre:j.uency of appearance of each.
This survey should shorn the existing conditions
in the State and offer some solution for them in regard to
standardization of the points under consideration.
Many failed to reply to the Tiuestion on
teacher personnel, and some v^ho did answer gave statistics
that applied to all departments in the school. This may
mean that it is not fair to judge the commercial depart-
ment on the basis of these figures. The information given
is interesting and since it is likely that the salaries
at least, are the same in all departments, the data will
be given.

Teacher Personnel
Teach_er
s
Those with
Employed Colle Ae Degrees Sa lary
Men Women Men Women Men Fomen
Group
1 50^, 70% ZQ% 645? fp2402 .00 $1321.00
2 565^ 6 4^ Z,Q% 64^ 2550.00 2020.00
3 30^ 10% 12% QQ% 2730.00 2390.00
4 40^ 60% 435^ bl% 3 811,00 3744.00
5 26^ 74^ 31^ e> n, ^ r\ ^ 2850.00
Total
(Average) 3?, .455 67.6^ 35.6^ 64.4 % 2890.60 2465.00
The business character of the town will naturally
affect the commercial curriculum to soifie extent. In event
that it is a manufacturing community, many students may
seek employment in the factories. The less fortunate v;ill
be common laborers, Tihile toe others will find -vork in the
various office and clerical X'OSitions offered. These positions
should be many and varied. In event that the town is by
nature a retailing center, the variety of positions will
probably be limited, but there should be plenty of oppor-
tunities for special and general help and sales people.
If the town is residential, the opportunities for
office vtforkers and sales people are very limited neces-
sitating them to seek employment in sorae other place.
In order that the above types of tovvns may be dealt v;ith
in this survey, it is necessary to divide the labor mar-
kets into three groups, Local, Nearby, and Distant.
If the labor market is local it will include
the immediate community, which offers employment to the
commercially trained people of the high school.

A nearby community would be one within a short
distance and easy of access, an adjoining town.
The distant field or market would be one far
enough from the training points to require commuting or
moving to it to live. A town fifteen or more miles dis-
tant should be in this class.
The figures shown for the labor market will
be compared with those of the business character of the
town, for the purpose of correlation, and they are listed
below.
Business Character of Tovm Proximit.7 tc Labor Market
Group Manufactur, Retail. Residential Local Nearby Distan
1 12% 81% 52% 76% 02%^
Z 4:5% 10% Q5%^ A8% 72% 13^*
5 45^ 25% 62%^ 50% 50% 12%^
4 78% 21% 28% ZQ% 21% 07%^
5 42% 25% 66%^ 50% 50%
Total 45.4^ 16. 2$^. 56.4^* 47.?^ 55.8^ 06.8
The following quotation appertains to the next
two phases of the survey, which vie are about to consider;
therefore I shall quote it here.
"A curriculum should be so formulated as best
to serve the community in which it is maintained. Most
schools believe that they are now serving well their com-
munity. But as a matter of fact, many schemes of commercial
education have been made with insufficient knov/ledge of
the actual needs of the communities, and are continued v/ith-
out any certainty as to whether their product is meeting
with those needs or not.
The committee on business education urges the
necessity for a local educational survey to determine the
kind of commercial education needed. Such a survey can be
originated and promoted by the school authorities; but to
be effective it should have the indorsement and active
support of_ Chambers of Commerce and other commercial organ-
izations."
1 Educational Bulletin #55
.
p . 24
.
^ Indicates overlapping in type of tov/n and labor market.

In order to learn of the other methods used
in determining the curriculum, three methods are con-
sidered j Survey, School Authorities, Natural Growth, The
accompanying list will shoY: that these groups were not
enough.
Authorities feel that the best means of
securing a good curriculum is to make a survey. (See
above quotation,) This is logical; one does not prepare
to build a house y;ithout plans
School officials are sometimes able to give
information which is helpful in formulating the curriculuai.
The folloY/ing table gives the percentage of
those using the indicated methods:
How the Curriculum Was Determined
School Grew Other No
Group Survey Authorities Naturally Methods Replies
1 14% 09% 05% A5% 29^
2 15% 10% 1B% 59%
3 5 85^ 06% 51% 2.5%
4 36$^ 21^ 01% 42^*
5 50^ 11% n% 0Q% 0Q%
Total 50.25^ 11,4^ 10.5^ 51% 12.4^5*
1 See following list of other methods used and the frequency
with v;hich they occurred in the five groups,
* Duplicate methods iised in some cases.

Group
1 <-) 3 4
1. State Requirements (Suggestions) 1 4
2 . Interviewed parents 1
5. Taken from other schools KJ t<j o 2
4. Students choice 2 1 1
5 . Need came for business course 1 r-O
3 • Nothing special 1
7. Do not know 2 1 1
8. Committee Chamber of Commerce 1
9. Adaptation used elsevfhere bj Dr.
Jackson 1
10. Clerical needs 2
11. Advanced Study of Comm. Ed. at N.Y.U. 1 1
12. Before his (teacher's) day- 1
15. Traditional BookkeeT^ing
,
Typewriting,
Stenography 1
14. Conferences 1
15. Dr. Lomax and Professor Nichols 1
16. First year of high school taken 1
The duty of any person in charge of comniercial
education is to use. some s^^stematic and scientific means of
determining the curriculum of a school, or in revising that
curriculum. It is also the duty of such individual to know
as definitely as possible hov; his curriculum meets the de-
mands of the labor market.
In order to do this some carefully thought out
plan should be used, A survey should be made, or c con-
ference held vi/ith the employing group before one can state
intelligently whether or not his curriculum does meet
these needs.
The following table sho?/s how it is felt
that the curriculum aeets the needs of the labor market.

Hov the urr 1 culum ••!eets tac Needs i t ii e L r t) r ,1 a r K e t
Group Very Good r axr Poor Otlier Ansv.er s -sf No Replies
1 52% 9^, 14^' 6f=
2 18^ 07,^ 16%
? Q2% 12% 05;" 20%
50;,- 'Z. C cfb )i
5 Q%
Tot- 1 46% 1Q.Q>% 9.4-0 08.45^. 21.2^
-*(1) Pupils go to Rider College (to finish)
(2) Questionable
(5) No demand
(4) Too young to judge
(5) Does not knov;
( ) Will be very good
It is hoped that the facts to be found in the survey
will give definitely the reeling in regard to standardizing the
subjects offered, titles of the subjects offered, and the material
offered in the subjects.
The idea of standardized curricula is not nev--, but for
certain reasons it has not been carried out by those making sur-
veys, or by committees dealing with the subject. It is stated in
the fifth year book of the Department of Superintendence of the
National Educational ^.s 'r ociation that they have v;orked on a Senior
High School curriculum.
"The commission refused to comply v/ith numerous re-
quests that it issue a standardized curriculum that might ':e taken
over bodily by school systems throughout the country."
It has been proposed to unite such subjects as geog-
raphy, history, and civics because of their overlapping, and to call
them social science. Tliis idea has advantages and disadvantages,
nhich might be m.entioned for such a plan in other subjects.
" j\dvantages:
1. Requires less time,
2. Relieves overcrowded curriculum.
5. Relates subjects and breaks down brrrier bet-
ween them.

Disadvantages:
1, Courses have been developed using separate
units
.
2, Mroe progress through social science rith
subujects separated than united.
5. T/ell unified course helps student more ivhen he
studies separate subjects later.
4. No texts for it.
5. No teachers for it." 1
A committee composed of comnercial educators spent
some tine in preparing six different curricula for commercial
v^ork, which was a step tov.ard the standardizing objective, although
they expressly stated it vras not the objective. Each curriculum
-as to be of four years in length and was to lead to a definite
objective. These were suggestions allowing much leevray in carrying
it out.
The standardization of subjects offered in each school
if carried out rigidly v:ould mean that each school would offer the
Ef.me subjects. If carried out \?ith some latitude a list of subjects
Tvould be perscribed and each school would use what would suit its
r ec^uir ements , T'hen its r e-j.uir ements changed, it would add more
from the list, but it would never introduce subjects it fancied if
they were not listed.
The answers received which affect this ciuestion are shov/n
in the follov/ing table.
1. Bulletin #143, Whitewater State Teachers College. October
1928. 10.

Shrmlcl the curri culum be standardized in regard to sub-
jects ;
Yes No Other Ans'-ftrs. No. Repl.ies
55^ 17^ 5%^ 45^
Group
1
11% Z8% 31%
5 54^ 17% S%* 41^
Total 54.8^ 34.8$^ 2.6 ?.7.8
* 1. Depends on size of school.
2. Doubtful.
Many people interested in commercial education have been
troubled about the many titles which educators seem to find for
commercial subjects. These names in all their varieties nlay sound
v,ell to the ears of those who originate them, but are they practi-
cal? Is it fair to other schools and those who may have to deal
vith these subjects?
Some standardization in the applying of titles to commer-
cial subjects would doubtless be feasible.
A student who is taking "Junior Business Training" in a
school, transfers to another school but he finds no course by that
title offered in the new school. He does find a course called
"Business Forms", "Elementary Business Training", "General business
Training", or "Vocational Business Training". He will naturally
be perplexed as vill his family and those trying to fit him into
the curriculum. The years in v.-hich the subjects are given v;ill be
compared, the text used and the material covered by the student.
This requires time and such waste of time does not exemplify good
business methods.

The group numbers indicate the arrangement
of the high schools previously mentioned in the :-rticle.
The numbers under each group indicate the
grrde or year. It will be noted that group five, the
Junior High Schools, are listed under the ninth year.
The titles of the subjects are shown just as they
v/ere taken from the survey material, excepting that they
are arranged (as far as possible) asphabetically, and in
groups including related subjects, i.e. all accounting
subjects appear together j the other subjects are groui:>ed
a ccordingly
.
By reading horisontally one nay see the number
of times each subject was offered in each group of schools,
v'ith the total at the right. By reading vertically one
may see the year in which the subject appeared in each group.
To illustrate: "Accounting" is found to be given
three times: the twelfth year in group one, three times in
the tv.'elfth year in group three, total six tines. "Account-
ing Problems" is given once in the tv/elfth year of group
four, total one. "Accounting (Bank)"" is given once the
eleventh year in group four, total one. At the right of
the total column is found the grand total, eight showing
the number of times that accounting is offered under its
various titles in the ninety-tv/o schools.
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"It seems to me that, to Fork for the best interests of
those pupils rho are so unfortunate as to have to change schools
during their high school courses, if for no other reason, the
schools of any other state should have a uniform plan of proceedure.
This survey shows some very intersting facts concerning
titles, as will he noted from observini" the list of subjects ^iven,
with the various titles.
The ninety-tv/o schools offered subjects in their com-
mercial curricula, under fifty-six different titles. These v:il] be
condensed and listed under general classifications, with the number
of variations under each list, in order to make it possible to shov;
thera here.
Number of Number of
Subject different title schools offerin
1. Accounting S -- - 8
2. Arithimetic 6 S3
3. Bookkeeping 1 (4 years) 145
4. Junior Business Training -. 10 42
6.Business Organization 1 2
3, Commercial Geography 5 49
7. Industrial history 1 ^
8. History of Comnerce 1 -
9. Commercial Lavr 1 ^-^
10. Commercial English 4 9
11. Economics 2
12. Elements of expert T. W. 1 1
13. Government of United States 1 1
14. History & Civics 1 ^
15. Office Organisation -1 ^
16. Office Practice 7 32
17. Salesmanship 3 S
.
R. Spelling 1 ^
is;. Shorthand i (S years) 40
*20. Sltenography 1 (3 years) 95
21. Typewriting 1 (5 years) 42
22. Penmanship 1
23. "P. A. D." 1 J
24. Dictation for Modern Business 1 2
Interchangeable, could mean one or the other
1. Balance Sheet. T.Iay 1926 p. 13.

Some of these may be considered to belong to curriculum
other than commercial, while others possibly overlap.
To what extent the need for standardizing the titles is
felt, may be seen from the following tables of figures.
Gr oup
iShould the Curriculum be st andardized in regard to Ti ties .
other
yes no answers no replies .
Toti.l
1
2
5
•j
*Doubtful
There is alv/ays a wide discrepancy between schools
regarding the required material in a subject. The personal
equation of teachers is partly responsible for this. There is
much liberty allov/ed in v;hat can be given or omitted, and the
Judgment of the teacher plays a large gs.rt. In some communi-
ties demands may affect the choice of material quantity; while
in other instances the text used may somewhat determine this.
Some authors have attempted to arrange their books in order that
they shall cover a certain amount of material in a definite
period. If each school covered the same material in a sub-
ject, a pupil changing schools during the year would not be
seriously handicapped. Sometimes a school using the same text
in bookkeeping, covers as much material in one year as another
school does in t-No years.
control have done much in this regard. New York, for example,
furnishes an outline of the v^ork to be covered during a period.
This outline is broad in scorje and permits much freedom; how-
ever, definite fundamental points have to be dealt with, Exam-
The states 7/hose educational system is under Regents

inations of standard content are issued by the state covering
this material.
The states i 'hos eeducational system is under Regents
control have done much in this regard, Nev/ York, for example,
furnishes an outline of the v^ork to be covered during a period.
This outline is broad in scope and permits much freedom; however,
definite fundamental points have to be dealt with. Examinations
of standard content are issued by the state covering this material.
The section of the questionnaire v;hich dealt prith t'^.is
topic was ansT/ered by about fifty percent of the schools and the
answers vTere so poorly given in many cases that it is not ad-
visable to attempt a table shov/ing them. Instead, cases v^ill be
selected to shov; differences appearing in material content of some
subj ects
.
Schools using a bookkeeping text divided into three
parts gave one v)^^"'^ each year for three years. Others gave parts
one and two the first year and part three the second year. This
was reversed in other schools and part one Tfas given the first year
while parts t»"o and three were given the second year.
There was one instance v;here the bookkeeping was given
for four years. In another, corporations and cost accounting con-
stituted second year work, given to tenth grade pupils. In an-
other school, bookkeeping one and two was given in the tenth year
and three and four in the eleventh year. Another school listed
material covered during the first year as through partnership

and corporations; they ivere {Splitting this the following year.
In other subjects, arithmetic, conmercial geography,
commercial law and economics, most schools stated that the entire
text v/as covered, v/hile many selected material from the text,
evidentally following a definite outline plan, snd carefully
choosing parts of the text which they considered import5.nt.
One teacher said of commercial arithmetic, "ve cover
the whole text but cannot work all the problems." Another stated
that commercial geography vvas given the second and fourth years,
giving as material covered "F&c Simile of Office T-ork", v;ith
office supplies as supolimentary material and no text.
The replies on this point, as tabulated from the ques-
tionnaires are shov/n below.
Should the Curriculum b e Standardized in regard to
Material offered in Subjects
.
Other
Group Yes No Answers
1 5Z$ 24%
2 55% 45%
3 50% 25%
4 ZQ% 45%
5 50% 8% 8%-^
Total 4.8.6% 29% li6%
No. Replies
24^
25%
21%
04:%
20.8%
^f-Doubtful
Commercial education offers a diversity of subjects
.'hich by nature are held up to standards set by the teachers.
Unlike academic subjects which are required to satisfy the
"College Board" or entrance examinaUons of the different colleges,
it has no est&blishing standards which must be satisfied. ^"hil.,e
business men have individual standards which vary greatly these

are often not in accord -.vith those the teacher knovvs can be
attained in the class. Therefore the teacher is likely to set a
standard of work which is too high or too lov/. At all events it
is largely the teacherfe opinion which finally determines the mark
\7hich is to represent the students knowledge of a subject.
The teacher is likely to consider many things, subh as
effort, character, school spirit, and good deportment ,in marking.
This may make it possible for some students to pass and go out
into business as a representative finished product of the school,
rhile qualities are all admirable, they ^ill not always mean that
the debit is going into the accounts as a debit, or that the short-
hand notes can be read by the one who v/rites them.
Progressive commercial educators have felt the need of
tests which would eliminate personal equation in grading commercial
work and which would give some definite basis for setting up ob-
jectives in the field. Few of these tests have been developed,
and many of these are not satisfactory. Several advantages are
claimed for these testsj those expressed in the following quotation
on standardized bookkeeping tests would probably apply to others,
"Standardized bookkeeping tests are invaluable to heads
of commercial departments who have to supervise the bookkeeping
work in the schools. They may use the tests to follow the progress
of different classesj to discover variations in the results of
teaching; to determine the cause of variations and to suggest re-
midiesj to aid in determining the adequacy of various teaching
methods,"
1. Division of Commercial Education, Philadelphia, Pa. Board of
Education p. 55.

There is a great difference of opinion as to Iheir
value, as will be seen froa reading the replies listed under "other
answers" foil vving the next table.
Should standardized tests be used in Commercial Subjects .
Other*
Group Yes No Answers No. Replies
1 76$^ 5^ 19^
2 92^ 4^ 41Jg
o 69^ 12,^ 19^
4 36^ 14^ 43^ 1%
5 \1% 61^ Z2%
Total 5 8^ 4.6^ 24^ 15.4/o
JJ-Listed i 1 follo'.ving group.
O ther answers regarding standardized tests in
Commercial Subjects .
1. Some.
2. None for Junior High School.
3. No in most cases.
4. Good,
5. Typewriting 0. K. others doubtful,
6. 50^ efficient.
7. Not enough tests to judge.
8. Useful to certain extent.
9. Value lies in diagnostic use that may be made of them.
10. Good if used in moderation.
11. Question value.
12. Used in bookkeeping only.
13. Yes, used v;ith good results.
14. After several years as senior examiner of N. Y. do
not approve.
15. Wost of them useless.
In order to protect the employer and at the same
time to raise the standards of the commercial curriculum
1. Division of Commercial Education, Philadelphia, Pa
Board of Education p. 65.

>nother possible r.orns is ? v. j t o •.• . "^his iff ' he "k; ini-n.u'n
es&ential tey t" , ivliich is rela te', to the s tandardi z e^"' test.
It is a test which in brief would require that a certain
.Mi:ni 'TT .-ndfird be set in subjects. Those students vvho Tall
below it are not recognized as representatives of the depart-
ment or school. >'^nly those who satisfy the mimimum require-
ments '.vould be considere'-^ as material for the l-nbor market.
At the present time there are no re.^ui^ed
standards for the student to attain. Mr. F. H. Sumrnerall
says that v/hen he first started the r e.:iuirements for a
finished product in the commercial department , his first
question v.T' s :
"Faat are the standards for promotion and grao-
1
uation in he best high schools in the State?"
He found no uniform s tandards ; each had its ov;n.
In the Biennial report of ':^'isconsin 1924-26, it is
mentioned that some pupils take commercial work because they
feel that it is easy and gives for a reason "That standards
for accomplishment and promotion from grade to grade are not
as definite and are not maintained by the commercial teachers
as well as they should." ^
They offer as a solution the establishment of:
"Fair and definite minimum standards of achieve-
ment in each subject of each semester and holding rigidly
to these standards." ^
The head of the most progressive co'nTiorcie.l depart-
ment in the State of New Jersey expressed the sentiment of the
above quotation in answering this part of his questionnaire.
1 Balance Sheet May 1926 p. 15
^ Biennial Report of Wisconsin 1924-26 p. 94 c Ibid.

He said that such tests should be required of all graduates of
the coraraerclal curriculum and that they should be of high
standard.
If such tests could be introduced and maintained
at the high r e -^uirements , there might result a better under-
standing betv.'een the employer and the school. He v."ould be
assured of an employee, of v/hich certain definite things could
be expec t ed .
The replies to the i^uestion pertaining to minimuin
essential tests is shown below.
Should minimum essential tests be made as a standard
for graduation from the commercial curriculum .
?-roup Ygs No Other No
Ansv.-er Replies
1 76^ b% 10%
c 97% 3^
5 815^
71% 19% 8%
75% 14^ 7% 25%
Total 80^ 7 .Q% d.8% 8.6%
" Possibly.
Do not believe Satisfactory tests can be made.
I do not knov:.
The survey produced some things of interest,
some of which were not of particular value in helping to decide
the three me in objectives. They shall be dealt v.ith here.
Approximately fifty-three percent of the schools
use-j supplimentary material in one or m.ore of the subjects

taught. Mechanical devices used other than typev/riters
numbered thirteen. These were used by thirty-nine percent of
the schools end xnclv.c^ ^ r, the follop^ing:
1. Adding machine.
2. . Addressing' machine.
3
.
Calculating machine.
4 Check protector.
5. Compass
.
6 . Comptometers
.
7. Dictaphone
.
8. Ditto machine.
9. Filing devices.
10 . Mimeograph
11. Multigraph
12. Stamper
15. Victrola,
The number of different texts used with the
shown in the following list:
1. Accounting and bookkeeping 15
2. Arithmetic 12
3. Business English 5
4. Business Training, Ju.nior 4
5. Commercial Geography 7
6 . Commercial Lav/ 10
7. Economics 8
8. Office Organization 1
9. Off-ice Practice 5
10. P enmanship 2
11. Salesmanship 4
12. Shorthand 2
15. Spelling 1
14. Typev/riting 7
There was not an equal distribution in the subjects
shov/ing greatest diversity of texts. In most cases, one text
in a subject v/ould be used by over fifty percent of the schools
and its nerrest rival would be used by eight percent or less.

So little could be learned in regard to bibliography
on the problem that space v/as provided on the questionnaire
for such iniorma Lion i.iih a request for i"L . Some replied that
they knev; of nothing; others left the space blank; and only
fifteen percent gave anything.
Some subjects are considered to belong in certain
grades, i.e. Junior Business Training in the ninth grade, or
Office Practice in the tv.'elfth grade. The survey did not have
this as an objective, yet enough material can be found in the
table shov/ing the frequency vfith ?/hich the subjects occur in
each grade to prove valuable in such a study. A case is shovm
in which Business Practice appears in the twelfth grade and
Shorthand I, usually a tenth grade subject, appears in the
eighth grade.
If it were decided to attempt to standardize any of
the three r.ajor points taken up in this survey, some plan would
have to be evolved v^hereby such standardization could be accom-
X:»lished. There are several methods from which one might be
selected. The State might take charge of the standardization
through a board similiar to the Regents in Nev- York State;
except that it would deal only with the commercial curriculum.
The State organization of Commercial teachers might
develop some idea in regard to certain phases or all of it.
A conference could be arranged with officials of
the schools, or a combined group of school end State officials

to vork nnt sore plr^n. This method might bring together too
large a group Virhich y/ould lose its effectiveness through its
size.
The three methods used in tabulating the survey-
material were the State, Committee of Commercial Educators,
and a Conference of School and State Officials.
The replies to this question are tabulated below:
Suf^p:ested Methods of Accomplishing Standardization.
State
52%
A5%
25%
14:%
17%
oo.e%
Committee of
Commercial
Educators
5%
7%
17%
Conference of
School and
State Officials
15%
Other
Ansirer s*
5.8%
6%
7%
5.2%
12%
21%
8%
8.2%
No
A n s V! e r E
4.5%
55%
57%
58%
5 8%
50.2%
1. By Study of Commercial Schools by competent agencies.
2. Clarifying content of Junior Business Training and
for Office Practice.
5. Committee of ten complete the v/ork.
4. Commission v/ith State Department.
Survey of content of the subjects.

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS.
The conclusion is divided into two sections: first,
£ general summary of the findings taken from the tatles v/ith
deduction; and second, the final conclusions as the findings
affect the points considered.
The teacher personnel shows:
There are more women than men employed in each of
the groups, the percentage remaining fairly constant in each
group ivith the least difference in group four, the largest
schools. The same holds true regarding the figures on those
holding degrees, though there is less difference in the totals.
The average maximum salary for the men is higher than for the
women in each group, least difference here being in the same
fourth group and the greatest difference in the first.
Although more women than men hold degrees, the men
drav; the higher salaries, which shows that the salaries are
not based on degrees.
In considering the tables on the business character
of the tov/n and the labor market, a correlation is shown between
the manufacturing towns and the local labor market, and between
the residential tov/ns and the nearby labor market.
The next table regarding the method of determining the
curriculum shov/s that the smaller schools in group one did not
determine theirs as much by survey as by other methods, and that

the larger schools used the survey method more. If the survey
method is to be considered the scientific means of arriving at
the curriculum, the larger schools are more progressive in that
respect.
In the table supporting, it is seen again that groups
one and two use more of the less scientific methods than the
others; for example the methods included interviews with
parents, copying other schools, and students choice.
In the table v/hich shovfS how the curriculum meets the
needs of the labor market, 46^ indicate "very good", while
Z2,&% are given as "fair", "poor", or others. It is evident
that the maximum has not been reached in the development of
the curriculum.
The next three tables on the standardization of sub-
jects, titles, and materials furnish very interesting comparisons.
In the first place regarding subjects, group one favors such
standardization about two to one. The difference is lessened in
group tv.'o, while in group three those in favor are in a minor-
ity, and such standardization outnumber those in favor of it
about three to one. A gradual change from one side to the
other in the three groups is noted. The fifth group (Junior
High Schools) is in favor two to one. Without thejn the sentiment
v/ould be against it, with them, there is an exact percentage of
yes and no, an unusual coincidence, which might be decided in
favor of no by the other answers which are mostly doubtful.

Thie shows that the smaller schools have problems
which differ from the larger ones in reg.? rr^ to subjects in
the curriculum, and that vfhile the smaller schools would effect
a change that would give them the same subjects, the larger
ones would oppose it.
The solution that could be offered in case such
standardization took place would be the one previously men-
tioned; a standardized list of subjects allowing the smaller
schools to handle v^hat they could efficiently and add to their
curriculum from the standardized list, when need came to enlarge
their curriculum. This vrould not resemble standardization
enough to install it.
Mr. J. 0. Malott, Assistant in Commercial Education,
Department of Vocational Education, YJashington, D. C. predicted
that the problem in standardization existed in the small school.
While this has been treated as one of the three naln
points considered for standardization, it was included prin-
cipally to secure inform.ation T;hich would show with the other tv/o,
the sentiment toward a complete standardization of the curriculum.
It will not be considered in the final summary of the other
points
.
In regard to titles each group favors such standard-
ization, and the total perce.ntages shov/ a strong feeling for
it. In conjunction with this, let us consider the findings as
shown by the list of subjects appearing under different titles
—
fifty-six different ones which could be easily condensed to
twenty. There is no question but this is not only feasible

but advisable.
In considering materials, the table shovrs each
group, excepting the fourth, voting for standardization here.
The difference in the fourth group is very small and the total
.shows a large margin listed as "yes." Considering this v/ith
ivhat was shovvn in the "material covered" column of the question-
naire, one sees that the materials should be standardized.
The table showing the three most logical methods
of standardizing displays roughly that about six to one prefer'
that it be done under the direction of the State.
The results attained from the table on Standardized
Tests shows 58% favoring such tests, and divided among
"no", "other ansTirers", and "no replies". This is so favorable
that it is safe to feel that such tests should be required by
the State. This would necessarily re.^uire certain standardi-
zation of material.
The final table relating to minimum essential tests
shows even m.ore decisive feeling in favor of these tests,
80% for as opposed to 20 %, , comparing all other replies, includ-
ing those who did not ansvver. The same coi-clusion can be stated
here as in case of the Standardized Tests. This Y7ould also
necessitate a certain standardization of material.
From the evidence presented in this survey, I am
prompted to make the final conclusions regarding the. present
commercial curriculum of New Jersey;
1. That it is advisable to standardize the titles
of commercial subjects.

2. That it is advisable to standardize the materials
in these subj ec ts
.
5
.
That there should be standardized commercial
tests used.
4. That there should be niniraun essential tests
us ed
.
5 . That this standardization should be accomplished
through the State i.e. State Departmenr Education
.
All of these points have been so strongly supported
by the survey that I am convinced that the material is a real
contribution to Commercial Education in Ne\v Jersey. While
it is possible that no changes Tvill be made on the basis of this
survey, the sentiment is eo clearly defined, that the State
m.ay do something in part or in full along these lines.
Nev: Jersey, has requested my findings, which will be forvmrded
to him at an early date.
Mr. L. A. Rice, Director of Commercial Education in

APPENDIX

Dear :
School people sometimes receive ques-
tionnaires from those in the same line of v/ork, re-
questing certain information. This is such a request.
In selecting a subject for a Master's Thesis, I have
chosen "The Advisability of Standardizing Titles and
Materials in the Commercial Curriculum of New Jersey."
It would be appreciated if you or the Jlead of your
Commercial Department could fill in the enclosed blank
and return it to me immediately. This would enable me
to complete much of the v?ork this summer.
Very truly yours,
efw/kg

"Advisability of Standardizing Titles and Materials
in Commercial Curriculum of New Jersey."
Note : Check • here possible.
Name of School Place ...
Plan of School (8-4) (6-3-3) Enrollment..
Tea cher Personnel of Commercial Department:
(a) Number: Men Women
(b) Number with college degrees: Men Wom.en...
(c) Maximum salary: Men Women
Business Character of Town.
(a) Manufacturing
(b) Retailing........
(c) Residential
Nearness to Commercial market where students are placed.
(a) L ocal...
(b) Nearby Community
(c) Distant field
If divided, give approximate ratio.
Y'hat method v/as used to determine content of the commer-
cial curriculum of your school?
Do you feel your commercial curriculum meets the demands
of the Market?
Do you feel that we should standardize the commercial
curriculum of. Nev; Jersey as to:
(a) Subjects offered?
(b) Titles of subjects offered?
(c) Material offered in subjects?
If you believe in this standardization, how would sug-
gest it being accomplished?
T'hat is your opinion of standardized tests for commer-
cial subjects?
Do you feel there should be minimum essential tests re-
quired of all Vv'ho graduate from the Commercial Course?
Please give what you can on the following in regard to
the Bibliography of this problem..
(a) Name of book or article
(b) Date and place of publication
(c) Name of publisher
(d) Name of Author
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D e a r S i r :
Last June T sent you a letter from
Morristovm High School re^uestion certain in-
formation as indicated on. the enclosed .j.uestion-
naire. Perhaps you mislaid this letter or were
too busy to answer it.
It v7ould be a great help to rne if you
could find it convenient to fill in the enclosed
sheets and return them soon. I am using the in-
formation in writing a Master's Thesis which is
due February 1, 19^9,
I should appreciate it if you v/ould
answer all the questions. Many who returned
q_uestionnaircp omitted answers. If you have any
additional suggestions, I should welcome them.
Thank you very much.
Yours in the profession.
Earle F, Wingate,
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